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UPDATES 

27th April 2002 : Added some of the Mineral Village and the Mountain 
portion. 
Oh...and SHITSHITSHIT!!! I GOTTA MAKE THIS UPDATE QUICK, BEFORE OTHER 
SITES SEE version 0.1!!! I accidentally authorised many other sites for 
usage of this FAQ, because I copied and pasted the Legal Stuff bit from 
my Harry Potter FAQ, and I'm not sure if any of the sites have taken 
this FAQ!!! Could someone please help me check and tell me?! AHHH!! 
Version 0.2 done. 

22nd April 2002 : WAHAHAHAHA!! I FINISHED THE WALKTHROUGH! 



Phew...version 0.1 done. 

20th April 2002 : I started on "The Farm" section. Finished the Animals 
and Layout of the Farm sub-sections. 

19th April 2002 : Finished the 2nd Year, and the first season of Year 3 
Spring. 

16th April 2002 : Finished the Crops section and tidied up the Contents 
a little. I polished and corrected what I've done of the Walkthrough so 
far. Winter 2nd Year almost finished, there are just a few days to fill 
in. 

15th April 2002 : Did another two more seasons of the Walkthrough. 
Second year almost done. 

14th April 2002 : Another season of the Second Year in the Walkthrough. 
So far, the first Year has been finished. 

19th March 2002 : Started on the Walkthrough. 

15th March 2002 : Added the Recipes section. Half-complete. 

14th March 2002 : Added the Crops section. Almost complete! 

10th March 2002 : On this fateful day, I embarked on the guide. Hey, 
what am I saying? :-) 

WHO AM I? 

My nick is Schlave - let's just have it as that. 

Harvest Moon was unexpectedly NOT an RPG like Golden Sun (GBA) or Chrono 
Cross (PSX)...rather, it is simply a farming simulation. In my opinion, 
Natsume achieved their objective with this game - to almost fully 
simulate the farming experience. 

I've seen many walkthroughs pop up, and many of them go. WHat I've 
noticed is that, for 2 years, even the best ones (like SOng's) are 
lacking a walkthrough. I decided to not only make a full FAQ, but also a 
walkthrough, as a way to guide newbies through the game effectively and 
complete a sufficient number of (fixed?) objectives. 

Harvest Moon: BtN is, as of the 16th of April, the largest FAQ I have 
ever embarked on. It was also my secret project, to momentarily distract 
me from current FAQs I was doing. Definitely there will be a few (very 
few!) spelling mistakes and quite possibly a couple of factual errors in 
the guide. I myself am no veteran of the game, but those more 
experienced, I welcome their help and guidance in any stupid mistakes. I 
shall attempt to make this FAQ cover as much of Harvest Moon: BtN as I 
can. Personally, I am aware of the information covered in previous, just 
as detailed, FAQs. 

If I thought Ecks vs. Sever (GBA) was deep, this game is even deeper. I 
had to think of all the stuff you can find in this game, and time 
limitations forced me to make brief references to other FAQs. There's 
tons of the information, and I have tried my very best to put them into 
clear-cut categories. 



I hope this guide is fulfilling to all those who use it. 

CHARACTERS

There are a lot of people you can find in Harvest Moon - Back to Nature 
to talk to. Most do not come into much use. Others, like who I shall 
outline here, can never be done without. 

This section is still under construction, as I am making a more precise 
and detailed character guide. As of now, I am experimenting with the 
vast bestiary of items in Harvest Moon on every character. 

3.1 Jack (or, whatever you name your character) 
======== 
Hey, he is whom you play as, and is the very sole owner of the farm! He 
need not be called Jack, just whatever you call him, but if I ever have 
to address the character in the third-person, I will address him as 
Jack.

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

3.2 Doctor
==========
Description: 
Wears a white doctor's uniform and has an odd little circular lamp on 
his forehead. 

Favours: 
Red, Blue Grass 

Likes: 
Green Grass 

Dislikes: 

Found at [specific time]: 
Clinic 
Mother's Hill 

The medicine man of the town. Provides medicines (like Bodigizer, 
Turbojolt etc.) and medical examinations for ailments...for money, of 
course. He is a shady guy who hides his feelings most of the time. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

3.3 Saibara 
=========== 
Description: 
Saibara is an old man with a white beard and moderately long white hair. 

Likes: 
Ore 

Found at [specific time]: 
Blacksmith



Saibara is a seasoned, old blacksmith who produces excellent wares and 
helps you upgrade your tools. He also has a grandson, Gray, much of 
which is expected of him. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

3.4 Zack 
======== 
Description: 
Zack's a muscular guy and has a very small moustache, and smiles quite a 
lot. 

Likes: 
Large Fish
Wine 

Found at [specific time]: 
Supermarket 
Dock 
Farm [5 pm] 

This guy comes every day at 5 pm to pick up your wares in the shipping 
box, and deliver stuff you order from the Shopping Channel on the TV. 
Overall quite a nice guy and is easy to get along with, and he lives in 
a small house at Mineral Beach. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

3.5 Gotz 
======== 
Description: 
Big muscular guy with beady eyes and a grey beard. Wears a white, short- 
sleeved shirt. 

Likes: 
Oil 
Lumber 

Found at [specific time]: 
His House 
Mother's Hill 
Supermarket 

Another important fella to have around. He upgrades your house if you 
have enough wood, thus paving your way to marriage. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

3.6 Won 
======= 
Description: 
A guy who wears yellow Chinese clothing and hat, along with sunglasses. 
He carries a briefcase with him. 

Likes: 
Fish 

Found at [specific time]: 
Inn [1 - 3 pm] 



If not for the fact that he rips you off sometimes (e.g. selling you the 
Blue Feather for a whopping 5000G) he would have been an innocent 
Chinese merchant with the rare wares for sale. He sells seeds that you 
cannot find in the Supermarket, but make sure you are not getting ripped 
off for something you could get just as easily, and much cheaper. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

3.7 Louis 
========= 
Description: 
Wears a green bush jacket and a white hat, with glasses. He looks every 
bit like a mad scientist...look at his eyes... 

Likes: 
Honey

Found at [specific time]: 
Gotz's House 

Louis is an extremely smart scientist who is handy for upping the price 
of your honey when you give it to him for a period. He puts up at Gotz's 
house. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

3.8 Barley
==========
Description: 
An old man with a long white beard and wears a green shirt and short 
pants. He is slightly hunched. 

Likes: 
Eggs (Spa-boiled) 
Bamboo Shoots 

Found at [specific time]: 
Yodel Farm
Hot Springs 

Barley is a kind old man who is very easygoing! He has a granddaughter 
May, left to him by his daughter Joanna, when she left. Barley does not 
like talking about his daughter Joanna. He gives you a horse in the 
first year, but will take it back if the horse does not have enough 
hearts. He is the owner of Yodel Ranch and provides you with cows and 
sheep for a price. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

3.9 Greg 
======== 
Likes: 
Fish (especially Large Fish) 

Found at [specific time]: 
Dock [Friday - Sunday, 8 - 10 pm] 

He fishes almost all the time at the beach. He gives you a fishing pole. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 



3.10 Carter 
=========== 
Description: 
Wears a plaid jacket and has a head of short hair. 

Likes: 
Wine 
Bread
Rice Balls

Found at [specific time]: 
Church 

He is the priest of the church, and is very friendly and easy to get 
along with. If you have any confessions, take them to the confession box 
in the church and tell him. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

3.11 Rick 
========= 
Description: 
Rick has orange hair which goes down to his neck at the back and wears 
large spectacles. 

Favours: 

Likes: 

Dislikes: 

Found at [specific time]: 
Poultry Farm 
Outside Supermarket 

People say he is psycho, but I find him perfectly sane. He is extremely 
defensive of his sister Popuri, and this gets him into fights sometimes. 
In truth, he is rather comical. He fancies Karen and wine. (look, if you 
want to make him doubly unhappy, FINE! just marry Karen and don't tell 
him about Popuri leaving the village. ooh, he'll be unhappy alright; no 
Karen, no sister!) 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

3.12 Kai 
======== 
Description: 
A tanned guy who wears a purple bandanna around his head. 

Likes: 
Corn 
Bread

Found at [specific time]: 
Seaside Lodge [Summer] 

For some reason, he is not well liked by the people (as Rick says, he 
comes and pisses everyone off, then leaves.). Every Summer he will come 



to open the Summer Lodge, and will be found at the Summer Lodge during 
Summer. Popuri and him like each other, but Rick does not like it...and 
Kai does not like Rick. Nevertheless, he is not as rude as you may 
think, and making friends with him is also good too. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

3.13 Gray 
========= 
Description: 
Wears a blue baseball cap and khaki jacket. 

Likes: 
Ore 

Found at [specific time]: 
Blacksmith
Library 

Gray is a shy person who hides his feelings under his blue baseball cap. 
He resents the village life, thinking it is boring...but when he meets 
Mary, he gets a whole new insight. Gray is, as mentioned, shy, but is 
quite friendly nonetheless. He's a helpful guy once you know him better, 
and making friends is pretty good. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

3.14 Doug 
========= 
Description: 
Your average country guy with a plaid suit and jacket, with a moustache 
on his face. His hair is short and bushy. 

Likes: 
Mushrooms (NOT poison) 
Eggs 

Found at [specific time]: 
Inn 

He is Ann's father, and an excellent cook (if you don't win the Cooking 
Festival, he, or more occasionally his daughter Ann, will win). He owns 
the Inn and wishes to see Ann get engaged. I guess it's slightly harder 
since he raised her to be such as tomboy :-) 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

3.15 Jeff 
========= 
Description: 
A guy who looks like a French waiter - has moustachios and a wears a 
white shirt and bow tie. 

Likes: 
Bodigizer 
Wine 

Found at [specific time]: 
Supermarket 



He is Karen's father. Jeff is a procrastinator and allows buyers in the 
Supermarket to buy first and pay later - which Sasha does not like. He 
is under lots of stress - "I'm up to my ears in bills." Jeff is the 
owner of the Supermarket as well. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

3.16 Cliff
==========
Description: 
A head of brown hair (slightly spiky) and a short-sleeved brown shirt is 
what he wears. 

Likes: 
Eggs (Spa-boiled) 

Found at [specific time]: 
Inn 
Church 

He is a wandering traveller, and desperately needs a job, so he has come 
to Mineral Village. He puts up at Doug's Place, and does not know how to 
deal with his relationship with Ann very well... 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

3.17 Duke 
========= 
Description: 
Wears a white shirt and purple vest, with a bow tie. His hair is 
streaked with white. 

-----
FAVOURS 
("Oh, thank you. As long as I can work and eat good food I'll be 
happy.") 

- Wine 
- Grape Juice 

LIKES
("Thank you.") 

- Mushroom

DISLIKES 
("What is this? Is it good?") 
- Green Grass 
- Red Grass 

HATES
("What's this!? Are you joking with me?") 

- Weeds 
- Poison Mushroom 

-----



Found at [specific time]: 
Winery 
Inn [night] 

Father of Aja, who left the village a while ago (to become a F1 
Racer...watch more TV :-)). Duke is a friendly, easy-going guy who 
smiles a lot and cares about his grape vines just as much. However, he 
is depressed at the leaving of his daughter, Aja, to get a job far, far 
away, and drinks himself drunk at night. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

3.18 Manna
==========
Description: 
Has a head of black hair, with a black top and a dress. 

-----
FAVOURS 

- Flowers 

LIKES
("Thank you. Do you make a point of giving every villager their 
favourite thing? I mean, not everyone is happy with everything you give 
to them, so you should give them different things and watch their 
expressions. They may hesitate to tell you what they really feel, but 
you can read it in their faces. For example, my expression now is a 
'normal' expression.") 

- Mushroom
- Wine 

DISLIKES 

HATES
("Oh my, what is this? I like you, Jack, so I don't mind whatever you 
do...but other people may get angry. Be careful because the villagers 
here don't take jokes like this very well.") 

- Weeds 
- Poison Mushroom 
- Grape Juice 
- Red Grass 
-----

Found at [specific time]: 
Rose Square [sunny climate, afternoon] 
Winery 

Manna looooovves talking! In fact, the most direct of answers or 
questions will rile off several textboxes of her words. Some of the 
information is off track of the topic - but she provides excellent 
information on the people in the village, as well as their shady pasts. 
She is disappointed at her husband for becoming weak - he falls into 



depression in thinking of his daughter, is a drunkard and gets angry 
easily. Nevertheless, she's a kind soul. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

3.19 May 
======== 
Description: 
A small girl who wears a red blouse and has pigtails. 

Likes: 
Garbage (e.g. Fishbones, Tin Cans etc.) 

Found at [specific time]: 
Barley's House 
Church (playing with Stu) 
Hot Springs 

May is a cute little girl whose mother, Joanna, left her when she was 
younger. She is brought up by her grandfather Barley, but to her, life 
is not so colorful. She likes to show Barley bits of Garbage. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

3.20 Stu 
======== 
Description: 
Stu is five years old and has a head of short black hair and wears a T- 
Shirt and shorts. He is quite a cheerful guy. 

-----
FAVOURS 

LIKES

DISLIKES 
("I...I'll give it to Grandma.") 

- Mushroom

HATES
("I don't want this.") 

- Weeds 
- Green Grass 
- Poison Mushroom 
-----

Found at: 
Ellen's House 
Church 

Stu is the small boy of Harvest Moon: BtN. He really does not affect 
gameplay that much, but it's good to be friends with this friendly 
kiddo. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 



3.21 Anna 
========= 
Description: 
Anna is Mary's mother, but is a little bit fussy...she waits a light 
yellow dress and has a head of black hair. 

-----
FAVOURS 
("Oh, how nice. Thank you.") 

- Green Grass 

LIKES
("Thank you. I like it very much.") 

- Mushroom

DISLIKES 
("Ecch. What is this?") 

- Weeds 
- Poison Mushroom 

HATES
-----

Found at: 
Ellen's House 
Church 

Stu is the small boy of Harvest Moon: BtN. He really does not affect 
gameplay that much, but it's good to be friends with this friendly 
kiddo. 

3.22 Ellen
==========
Description: 
Ellen is the old lady of Mineral Village and a firm friend of the 
Mayor's. She likes Apple Pie, and she has a head of black hair tied up 
in a white cloth, as well as a blue scarf around her neck. She also 
wears a yellow dress. 

-----
FAVOURS 
("Well, thank you Jack. Please come again.") 

- Mushroom

LIKES
("Thank you for going out of your way like this.") 

- Green Grass 

DISLIKES 



("What? Why for me?") 

- Weeds 
- Poison Mushroom 

HATES
-----

Found at: 
Ellen's House (HER HOUSE!) 

THE FARM 

At last, here we are; the part of the guide relating to your Farm! Or 
rather the Farm; you won't get it until end of Year 3, if you percentage 
is high enough (say, 30%). 

4.1 Layout of the Farm 
====================== 
You absolutely have to know where all your stuff is in the Farm. Time 
runs very fast, and you have to save every minute. So knowing where your 
Barn or your Stable is is very important. 

NOTE: The below diagram is not really to scale. 
 __________________________________________________________ 
|  !   ! | WATER|  |           |        |              |   | 
|  !   !=| MILL |  | HENHOUSE  |        |  YOUR HOUSE  |   = 
|  !   ! |______|  |___________|        |              |   to village 
========                                |______________|   = 
to mountains                                               | 
========                                                   | 
|  !   !    ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++    ___________| 
|  ! T !    +                              +   |           | 
|  ! H !    +                              +   |   BARN    | 
|  ! E !    +                              +   |           | 
|  !   !    +                              +   |___________| 
|  ! S !    +                              +     |LUMBER|  | 
|  ! T !    +         FERTILE FIELD        +    _| STORE|__| 
|  ! R !    +                              +   |           | 
|  ! E !    +                              +   |  STABLE   | 
|  ! A !    +                              +   |___________| 
|  ! M !    +                              +               | 
|  !   !    +                              +               | 
|  !   !    +                              +               | 
|  !   !    ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++               | 
|  !   !                                                   | 
|__________________________________________________________| 

4.1.1 Your House 
================ 
The House is where you live. It's a bit small at the start, but you may 
upgrade it with the help of Gotz. It can be upgraded two times, and each 
time it will bring some new facility into the House. More of this will 
be detailed on in the "Mineral Village and Mountains" under the 



Mountains section: Gotz's Area. 

4.1.2 Henhouse 
============== 
The Henhouse stores all your Chickens and your Feed Boxes. It contains 
an Incubator, 5 Feed Boxes and 1 Feed Spout at the start, and you can 
have a maximum of 5 Chickens. You can breed Chickens by picking up an 
Egg and putting it into the Incubator. The Egg hatches in 3 days. 
Feeding your Chickens is also a snap; just go over to the Feed Spout, 
the red thingy in the top left corner, and press X. You will take out a 
unit of Chicken Feed (if you have more than one) and one Chicken needs 
one unit of Chicken Feed in a Feed Box. Simply go over to an empty Feed 
Box and dump in the Feed. To harvest Eggs, pick them up and dump them 
into the Bin in the bottom left corner. 

When upgraded, the Henhouse contains 2 Incubators, 2 Feed Spouts and 10 
Feed Boxes. You can store a maximum of 10 Chickens. 

4.1.3 Barn
==========
The Barn is where your Cows and Sheep are stored. At the start, the Barn 
has space for 10 livestock; upgrading it adds another 10 Feed Boxes to 
the 10 Feed Boxes at the beginning. The Fodder Spout is on the frontmost 
wall. You feed your livestock Fodder the same way you feed your 
Chickens. 

4.1.4 Lumber Store 
================== 
When you cut down Tree Stumps or chop up Logs, all Lumber is stored here 
automatically. 

4.1.5 Stable 
============ 
The Stable only stores your Horse; nothing more. Your Horse is safe from 
natural disasters if you put it in here. 

4.1.6 Water Mill 
================ 
The Mill is next to your Stream, and is driven by the stream's kinetic 
energy. By dumping in Corn, you can make Chicken Feed which your Mill 
supplies to the Feed Spout. 1 unit of Corn provides 10 units of Chicken 
Feed.

4.1.7 The Stream 
================ 
The Stream drives your Water Mill and contains Garbage, Small/Medium 
Fish and Logs. You can fish in the Stream. 

4.1.8 Fertile Field 
=================== 
If you miss finding the Fertile Field, I suggest you go study Braille. 
The Fertile Field is a very large tract of light brown land, which is 
useless for planting seeds until you use the Hoe to hoe a plot of land. 



Seeds can only be planted on the hoed, dark brown land on the Fertile 
Field; and you can only hoe plots of land on the Fertile Field. Weeds 
grow on the Field and can also grow in hoed but unseeded plots of land; 
get rid of them by pressing X and uprooting them. Stones and Rocks are 
also rampant on the Field; use your Hammer (needs to be upgraded for 
Rocks and Large Stones) to smash them. 

4.2 Animals 
=========== 
You have animals on your Farm of course. And most of them can be bred or 
bought. They come into some sort of use usually. 

4.2.1 Puppy/Dog 
=============== 
This is the first animal you get in the game. Someone (I think it is 
Barley) will give it to you when you start the game. Your Puppy needs 2 
seasons to grow into a Dog, after which you may choose to mate it with 
Barley's female Dog (Hana-chan, or Miss Flower in Japanese) to produce 
Puppies. You can make your dog happy by giving it a ride; simply pick it 
up and put it down. When you get the Dog Ball from Won for 100G after 
your Dog is fully grown, you can throw the Ball and the Dog, if nearby 
and awake, will run and grab it and come back with the Ball in its jaws. 

Alternatively, if you don't like your Dog, you can put it in the 
Mountains to lose it forever; or if want to bully it, take the Sickle 
and Hammer to it, or throw it into the Hot Pot at the Harvest Festival. 

4.2.2 Pony/Horse 
================ 
The second animal you can get in the game. Except on Mondays, go to 
Yodel Ranch, where Barley and May will be sitting outside looking at a 
downcast Pony. Barley will lend it to you for a year to take care of, 
and if after a year the Pony has more than 7 hearts, he will give it to 
you. Otherwise, he will take it back, and you must plant 25 packets of 
Grass to make Barley moved enough to give you another Pony. 

The Horse, when fully grown, can ride you around the Farm very fast, but 
cannot exit the Farm. It does not require any Fodder at all. It also 
acts like a moving Bin; you can deposit your stuff inside the pack on 
the Horse without having to run back to the Bin on your Farm. 

4.2.3 Chicken 
============= 
The Chicken is a cheap way to get daily money, but is an animal you have 
to feed. You need to feed it everyday, and each Chicken requires 1 unit 
of Chicken Feed, which you can make either by putting Corn into the 
Water Mill, or buying 1 unit for 50G at the Poultry Farm. 

As long as you feed it everyday, each Chicken will produce 1 Egg. The 
heart value will also grow fast. Each Egg, whether Normal (0 - 3 
hearts), Good (4 - 7 hearts) or Excellent (8 - 10 hearts) (check by 
selecting it in the Rucksack with X twice) will sell for 50G if put into 
the Bin (of course!), and Golden Eggs (if you Chicken wins the Sumo 
Chicken Festival) will sell for 150G. 

You can breed Chickens by putting an Egg into the Incubator and wait 3 



days to hatch, or buy one from the Poultry Farm for 1500G. Each chick 
will take a full week to fully grow, but it's a relatively short time in 
comparison to other animals...furthermore you can sell them to Lillia. 
The more hearts, the better the value. 

4.2.4 Cow 
========= 
The Cow is expensive, but an excellent way to boot up your daily money. 
Each Cow requires 1 unit of Fodder everyday, and you can get Fodder by 
slicing fully grown, dark green Grass with the Sickle or buying 1 unit 
for 20G at Yodel Ranch. 

As long as you feed it everyday, each Cow will produce 1 bottle of Milk. 
Normal Milk (0 - 3 hearts) will sell for 100G, Good Milk (4 - 7 hearts) 
for 150G, Excellent Milk (8 - 10 hearts) for 200G and Golden Milk (must 
win the Cow Festival) for a whopping 300G. You need a Milker from 
Saibara for 2000G to milk the Cow though (strange; the Cow loves the 
milking too! I guess it's sort of like pissing.). 

If you have a Mixer (a sort of Utensil) and Kitchen you can make Butter, 
which is handy for many dishes. If you have a Cheese Maker, you can make 
Cheese. 

Talk to and brush your Cows everyday to make them happy. To get more 
Cows, you can buy one from Yodel Ranch for 6000G per Cow (!), or buy a 
C.M Potion from Yodel Ranch for 3000G and pregnate a Cow. The Cow will 
give birth after 3 weeks, and the new-born baby calf takes 2 weeks to 
become a calf, and 2 more weeks to become a fully grown Cow. You should 
pregnate only if you have more than 1 Cow, otherwise stick to saving up; 
it's much faster. 

4.2.5 Sheep 
=========== 
The Sheep is less expensive than a Cow, but its Wool isn't generated 
quite so fast. Each Sheep requires 1 unit of Fodder everyday, and you 
can get Fodder by slicing fully grown, dark green Grass with the Sickle 
or buying 1 unit for 20G at Yodel Ranch. 

As long as you feed it every day, each Sheep will produce one ball of 
Wool EVERY WEEK. It's a slow process, but if your Sheep wins the Sheep 
Festival, it produces Golden Wool which sells for a hell-yeah price of 
600G. You need Clippers from Saibara to clip the Wool from the Sheep 
though. It costs 2000G. 

With a Yard Ball Maker, you can toss Wool into the Maker to make Yard 
Balls (or should that be yarn balls?). They sell for a much higher 
price. 

Talk to and brush your Sheep everyday to make it happy. To get more 
Sheep, you can buy from Yodel Ranch for 4000G per Sheep, or just breed 
by pregnating a Sheep with a S.M Potion from Yodel Ranch for 3000G. Each 
new-born Sheep requires 2 weeks to grow into an adult. 

MINERAL VILLAGE AND THE MOUNTAIN 

This portion of the guide describes the Village in detail, as well as 



the services, so if you want to find out how to level up Tools or where 
to buy Cows and other stuff, look here. 

5.1 Mineral Village 
=================== 

The good villagers of Mineral Village dwell in various parts of the 
Village. Some are stay-at-homes and very easy to find (e.g. Ellen); some 
are constant travellers (e.g. Basil) and move from place to place in the 
Village. 

The villagers provide various services, and you can go to them to buy 
something or get information from them. 

There are various parts in the village, which I shall highlight one by 
one. I make references to the parts of the village, starting from the 
northern exit on your Farm, to the Village, the exit to the right of 
your House. Like this: 
- First Area : Saibara the Blacksmith, Aja Winery 
- Second Area : Anna's House, Library, Ellen's House, Mayor's House 
- Third Area : Supermarket, Hospital 
- Fourth Area : Church, Harvest Sprites' Hut 
- Fifth Area : Doug's Place 
- Sixth Area : Poultry Farm 
- Seventh Area : Yodel Ranch 

5.1.1 First Area 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 

The First Area is where you first emerge into the village via the 
northern exit from your Farm. It contains a straight stretch of road, 
beside which lie Saibara the Blacksmith, and Aja Winery. 

------------------------ 
5.1.1.1 Saibara Blacksmith 
------------------------ 
"Open from 10 am to 4 pm. Sorry, but we're closed on Thursdays." 

People you can find here: 
= = = = = = = = = = = = = 
Saibara - the old but seasoned blacksmith. He's the one who does the 
upgrading.

Gray - Saibara's nephew and apprentice-in-training. Not very talented as 
a blacksmith. 

(Zack sometimes pops by to have something made.) 

Services: 
= = = = = 
The Blacksmith offers the making of Jewelry and certain Tools, levelling 
up of Tools, and sells several ready-made Tools. 

-~LEVELING UP TOOLS~- 
To upgrade a Tool, first hold the Ore in your hand and equip the Tool 
you want to upgrade. Talk to Saibara and say "Level up Tool". 

Your Tool must have sufficient "experience" to upgrade to a certain 



metal, which you can read in the Start Menu. It requires 3 days to 
upgrade. It is measured as a percentage, like so: 
- Copper : 100% experience required, costs 1000G to upgrade 
- Silver : 200% experience required, costs 2000G to upgrade 
- Gold : 300% experience required, costs 3000G to upgrade 
- Mystrile : 400% experience required, costs 5000G to upgrade 

You know your Tool is qualified for an upgrade once you see a small 
picture of the better Ore below its status. While a Tool is upgrading, 
you will not be able to enter the Blacksmith. 

-~BUYING TOOLS~- 
Saibara also sells several Tools you can use to take care of your 
animals. These can be bought with the appropriate amount of money. Note: 
These are must-haves! 
- Brush : sold for 800G and used to brush Horse to keep it happy. 
- Clippers : sold for 1800G and used to harvest balls of Wool from 
Sheep. 
- Milker : sold for 2000G and used to harvest Milk from Cows. 

-~MAKING TOOLS~- 
Saibara specializes in making Tools with certain special Ores. He 
requires rare Ores to make them, namely the Orichalcum and Adamantite 
Ore, both of which can be mined for at the Winter Mine, open in Winter. 
He charges quite a hefty price! 

To make the special Tool, you simply have to store the Ore in the 
Rucksack. If you hold it in your hand...it will be a gift. 
- Girl's Present : a piece of Jewelry. Requires 1000G and Orichalcum 
Ore. Takes 3 days to complete. 
- Mayonnaise Maker : can make Mayonnaise by throwing Eggs into it. 
Requires 20000G and Adamantite Ore. Takes 5 days to complete. 
- Cheese Maker : can make Cheese by throwing Milk into it. Requires 
20000G and Adamantite Ore. Takes 5 days to complete. 
- Yard Ball Maker : can make Yard Balls (or rather, balls of Yarn) by 
throwing balls of Wool into it. Requires 20000G and Adamantite Ore. 
Takes 5 days to complete. 

---------------- 
5.1.1.2 Aja Winery 
---------------- 
"Opened from 9 to 12 [pm] selling wine and grape juice made from our own 
orchard. Closed Saturdays." 

People you can find here: 
= = = = = = = = = = = = = 
Manna - Owner of Aja Winery; or rather, the only person who appears to 
be selling the merchandise of Aja Winery. She is very talkative, but 
very nice.

Duke - Manna's husband. He gets himself drunk every night in Doug's 
Place, and always forgets Manna's birthday. He tends lovingly to the 
orchard. 

Services: 
= = = = = 



Aja Winery is not a bar! It sells mainly Wine, but other than that, 
nothing much more. It's also pretty hard to get Wine/Grape Juice, 
because the Winery is only open for 3 hours a day! 

-~BUY MERCHANDISE~- 
Aja Winery sells fine Wine and Grape Juice, made from Duke's equally 
fine grapes. Wine is often well-received by people, but is rarely used 
in recipes. Grape Juice is the cheaper, non-fermented drink. 
- Wine : 300G 
- Grape Juice : 200G 

5.2 Second Area 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 

The Second Area is where a stretch of road leads through several houses. 
Not the most important of sectors... 

------------------ 
5.2.1 Anna's House 
------------------ 

People you can find: 
= = = = = = = = = = 
Anna - A woman very protective of her house. She's not too bad, but is a 
very fussy woman and shows frankly whether she likes or doesn't like 
something.

Basil - He's a man of nature and enjoys exploring. He's a nice guy and 
brings home Mushrooms for his wife. 

(Mary sometimes comes home too.) 

------------- 
5.2.2 Library 
------------- 
"Mary's Library. Open from 10 am to 4 pm. Closed Mondays." 

People who you can find: 
= = = = = = = = = = = = 
Mary - The librarian and one of the girls you can court. A friendly and 
easygoing gal. 

(Gray sometimes pops by to read books - YEAH RIGHT! HE COMES SIMPLY TO 
SWANK AROUND IN FRONT OF MARY! >;-) ) 

Services: 
= = = = = 
-~READ BOOKS~- 
The Library contains a wealth of information and you can read the books 
there for a lot of information regarding the game, e.g. Harvest Sprites 
and the like. 

------------------- 
5.2.3 Ellen's House 
------------------- 



People you can find: 
= = = = = = = = = = 
Ellen - the kind old lady of Mineral Village. 'nuff said. 

Stu - a cheeky boy who shows Ellen, his grandma, bugs out of the ground. 

(Elli comes home on Wednesdays.) 

------------------- 
5.2.4 Mayor's House 
------------------- 
People you can find: 
= = = = = = = = = = 
Mayor Thomas - he's the head honcho of the Village and loans you the 
Farm for 3 years, after which, if he is satisfied, he will grant you 
ownership of the Farm. 

Kano - the Mayor's swanky son who wears a camera and a bow tie. He is a 
master photographer. 

5.3 Third Area 
============== 
The third area is the central area of the town, because it contains two 
main buildings, the Supermarket and the Hospital. 

----------------- 
5.3.1 Supermarket 
----------------- 
"Supermarket. Open from 9 am to 5 pm. Closed Tuesdays and Sundays." 

People you can find: 
= = = = = = = = = = 
Jeff - always around at the Supermarket, he stands at the counter and 
awaits your purchase. He's stressed out most of the time. 

Sasha - comes home and hangs around the counter (not helping Jeff!) when 
the weather is rainy/snowing. 

Karen - she hangs around on from 10 am to 4 pm outside her room when the 
Supermarket is open. She's another fussy girl and costly to please, but 
she's a caring person. And she likes Wine! She is another girl you can 
court. 

(Zack, Gotz, Saibara, Mary and Anna occasionally pop by the Supermarket 
to do their purchases as well.) 

Services: 
= = = = = 
The Supermarket is the main shopping centre! BUY! BUY! BUY! 

-~BUY SEEDS~- 
Located in the centre of the Supermarket is a large counter. And on the 
counter, there are several bags of seed. The seeds change from season to 
season (except Winter, when no seeds are for sale). For the cost of each 
bag of seeds, refer to the "Crops" section. 



-~BUY COOKING STUFF~- 
This, the Cooking Corner of the Supermarket, is where you can buy 
ingredients for cooking Recipes...warning! The Cooking Corner will not 
contain all the ingredients, only 5 of them. 
- Curry Powder : sold for 50G a packet, used in Curry, Curry Noodles 
- Oil : sold for 50G a bottle, used in Small/Medium/Large/Gold 
Mayonnaise, Veggie Pancake, Stir Fry, Scrambled Eggs, Omelette, Rice 
Omelette, Fried Rice, Fried Noodles, French Fries, Tempura 
- Flour : sold for 50G a packet, used in Veggie Pancake, Noodles, Curry 
Noodles, Cookies, Chocolate Cookies, Cake, Chocolate Cake, Apple Pie, 
Stew, Pizza, Tempura 
- Rice Balls : sold for 100G a packet, used in Rice Omelette, Fried 
Rice, Bamboo Rice, Mushroom Rice, Truffle Rice, Curry, Sushi, Chirashi 
Sushi. 
- Bread : sold for 100G a loaf, used in Sandwich, Dinner Roll, Jam Bun, 
Raisin Bread, Cheese Fondue. 

-~BUY MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS~- 
Another side of the Supermarket is known as the Wrapping Corner - 
although most of the items don't wrap anything up. This area is more 
useful slightly later in the game. 
- Blue Feather : Sold for 1000G (after you get 2nd House Extension and 
red heart for a girl). Used to propose to girl. 
- Wrapping Paper : Sold for 100G. Used to wrap items and make them more 
attractive. Best for birthdays! 
- Medium Rucksack : Sold for 3000G. Has 8 slots each for Tools and 
Items. 
- Large Rucksack : Sold for 5000G (after you buy Medium Rucksack). Has 
16 slots each for Tools and Items. 
- Basket : Sold for 5000G. Convenient storage of items, which can all be 
dumped into the Bin at one go after collection. 
- Fish Food : Sold for 20G per packet. Used to feed fish and make them 
grow.

CROPS

Crops are the main source of your revenue. 

5.1 Buying Seeds 
================ 
The seeds can be bought at the Supermarket. Press X at the packet of 
seeds on the counter. 

5.2 Sowing, Growing and Harvesting 
================================== 
The seeds, once bought, are transferred to your toolbox and can be 
stashed until needed. Certain seeds grow only during certain seasons. 

5.2.1 Sowing 
============ 
Seeds require land which is plowed by your Hoe, in order to be suitably 
planted. Scatter your seeds onto other types of land and your seeds will 
be lost forever. 

As each packet has 9 seeds, you must plow a 3 x 3 plot of land, then 
stand in the middle and scatter the seeds. If done right, all plots will 



be seeded.

5.2.2 Growing 
============= 
Your seeds MUST be watered every day of their growth period in order for 
them to grow. It is a tiring process but is one that is compulsory. Not 
watering your seeds for a day lengthens their growth period by a day. 
For example, if you plant Turnips (5 days growth period) and water them 
for 5 days every day, you can harvest your Turnips at the end of 5 days. 
But if you miss one day of watering, you can only harvest 6 days after 
the day of sowing. 

Although other walkthroughs have listed the use of the Fat-C method as 
being the best (see below)... 
                                   ____________________ 
    O O O   O O O  O O O  O []O   | Legend             | 
    O O []  O O O  []O O  O O O   | O - watered plot   | 
    O O O   O []O  O O O  O O O   | [] - unwatered plot| 
                                  |____________________| 

...I myself prefer the use of the traditional Doughnut watering way. 
Basically:

(1) Hoe [3 x 3] plot of land. 

(2) Stand in middle of land and scatter seeds. 

(3) Water all seeds. 

(4) When the plants germinate, you can only reach the outer crops, 
unless you've got a Gold Watering Can. Shame...only 8 crops. 

(5) If the crops are regrowable, you cannot reach the middle crop. But 
you may go ahead and harvest the middle crop if it has grown and you are 
on your last harvest. 

5.2.3 Harvesting 
================ 
After the required growth period, you can harvest your fully grown crops 
(provided you have watered them every day). Go over to a seeded plot 
with a fully grown crop and press the X Button to uproot the crop. Then 
go over to the shipping bin and press X again to toss the item into the 
bin; the bin will then vibrate a little. If you toss it wrongly, the 
harvest will smash onto the ground and it is rendered useless. 

At 5 pm, Zack will pop by your farm to see if there is anything in the 
bin to sell; if there is, he will give you the money, take the items and 
leave. If you go to sleep before 5 pm, the money will still be added to 
your account in the morning. If there are no items, then he says 
"What...nothing today?" and leaves. 

If it is a festival day, Zack won't come to collect your stuff. But the 
items are still in the Bin the next day. 

5.3 Normal Crops 
================ 
This is a list of all the normal crops you can find in the game, 



excluding the special crops. These crops are what you can find normally 
in the game without having to go to extra means to get, or are just 
there for a general purpose. This includes where you can buy the crops, 
how much is a packet, how much one crop can be sold for and how much 
profit you earn per crop. One more thing...certain crops can regrow 
after you harvest them, so you save some money on buying seeds over and 
over again. Also, as said, the crops only grow during certain seasons, 
and NEVER during winter. 

The factors I have listed down for each crop are here: 
 ___________________________________________________________________ 
|Price                   - how much one packet costs                | 
|Buy at                  - where to buy the seed                    | 
|Growth Time             - the life of the seed before it dies      | 
|Harvest Number/season   - number of times you can harvest one crop | 
|                          in one season                            | 
|Re-growth (time)        - does it regrow after harvest? for how    | 
|                          long?                                    | 
|Selling Price/crop      - how much Zack gives you for one crop     | 
|Profit/full harvest     - how much extra money you earn by         | 
|                          subtracting seed cost by the money you   | 
|                          get for selling 9 crops per harvest per  | 
|                          season                                   | 
|Ingredient of Recipe(s) - whether the crop is used to make any     | 
|                          foods                                    | 
|___________________________________________________________________| 

(Note: when I say "full crop" I mean 9 crops. If you want 8 or 7...do 
the calculation :-) Also if the harvest regrows, the profit value will 
be multiplied by the number of harvests possible) 

================== 
5.3.1 Spring Crops 
================== 

5.3.1.1 Turnips 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
Price                   : 120G 
Buy at                  : Supermarket 
Growth Time             : 5 days 
Harvest Number/season   : 1 
Re-growth (time)        : No 
Selling Price/crop      : 60G 
Profit/full harvest     : (60G x 9 crops x 1 harvest) - 120G = 420G 
Ingredient of Recipe(s) : Pickled Turnips 

On the 21st of Spring in the first year, the Mayor will ask you to bring 
3 turnips to his house. His house is closed before 4 pm, so go after 4 
pm with the turnips INSIDE YOUR RUCKSACK (medium). If you are carrying 
it with you and talk, it is considered a GIFT, and your precious harvest 
is WASTED!

Turnips are the quick-monah crop of Spring; they grow in a super-fast 
time of 5 days. They are not regrowable. Shame. 

5.3.1.2 Cucumber 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 



Price                   : 200G 
Buy at                  : Supermarket 
Growth Time             : 10 days 
Harvest Number/season   : 5 
Re-growth (time)        : Yes (5 days) 
Selling Price/crop      : 100G 
Profit/full harvest     : (100G x 9 crops x 5 harvests) - 200G = 
                          4300G 
Ingredient of Recipe(s) : Vegetable Juice, Vegetable Latte, Mixed 
                          Juice, Mixed Latte, Pickles, Sandwich 

On the 21st of Spring in the third year, the Mayor will ask you to bring 
3 cucumbers to his house. His house is closed before 4 pm, so go after 4 
pm with the cucumbers INSIDE YOUR RUCKSACK (medium). If you are carrying 
it with you and talk, it is considered a GIFT, and your precious harvest 
is WASTED!

5.3.1.3 Cabbages 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
Price                   : 500G 
Buy at                  : Won 
Growth Time             : 15 days 
Harvest Number/season   : 1 
Re-growth (time)        : No 
Selling Price/crop      : 250G 
Profit/full harvest     : (250G x 9 crops x 1 harvest) - 500G = 
                          1750G 
Ingredient of Recipe(s) : Salad, Deluxe Mixed Juice, Veggie Latte, 
                          Veggie Pancake, Vegetable Juice, Stir Fry 

On the 21st of Spring in the third year, the Mayor will ask you to bring 
3 cucumbers to his house. His house is closed before 4 pm, so go after 4 
pm with the cucumbers INSIDE YOUR RUCKSACK (medium). If you are carrying 
it with you and talk, it is considered a GIFT, and your precious harvest 
is WASTED!

5.3.1.4 Potatoes 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
Price                   : 150G 
Buy at                  : Supermarket 
Growth Time             : 8 days 
Harvest Number/season   : 1 
Re-growth (time)        : No 
Selling Price/crop      : 80G 
Profit/full harvest     : (80G x 9 crops x 1 harvest) - 150G = 
                          570G 
Ingredient of Recipe(s) : French Fries 

Potatoes are good for quick money next to Turnips, and bring slightly 
more money. 

5.3.1.4 Toy Flowers 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
Price                   : 300G 
Buy at                  : Won 
Growth Time             : 12 days 
Harvest Number/season   : 1 



Re-growth (time)        : No 
Selling Price/crop      : N/A 
Profit/full harvest     : N/A 
Ingredient of Recipe(s) : N/A 

------------------ 
5.3.2 Summer Crops 
------------------ 

5.3.2.1 Corn 
=-=-=-=-=-=- 
Price                   : 300G 
Buy at                  : Supermarket 
Growth Time             : 15 days 
Harvest Number/season   : 6 
Re-growth (time)        : Yes (3 days) 
Selling Price/crop      : 100G 
Profit/full harvest     : (100G x 9 crops x 6 harvests) - 300G = 
                          5100G 
Ingredient of Recipe(s) : Popcorn 

On the 21st of Spring in the second year, the Mayor will ask you to 
bring 3 ears of corn to his house (that's a bit unreasonable really. 
Corn in Spring?! And it's too much of a bother to carry around 3 units 
of Corn in a Medium Rucksack for half a year!!) His house is closed 
before 4 pm, so go after 4 pm with the corn INSIDE YOUR RUCKSACK 
(medium). If you are carrying it with you and talk, it is considered a 
GIFT, and your precious harvest is WASTED! 

5.3.2.2 Tomatoes 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
Price                   : 200G 
Buy at                  : Supermarket 
Growth Time             : 10 days 
Harvest Number/season   : 5 (minus one because of Swimming Fest) 
Re-growth (time)        : Yes (4 days) 
Selling Price/crop      : 60G 
Profit/full harvest     : (60G x 9 crops x 5 harvests) - 200G = 
                          2500G 
Ingredient of Recipe(s) : Tomato Juice, Ketchup, Salad, Sandwich 

5.3.2.3 Onions 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
Price                   : 150G 
Buy at                  : Supermarket 
Growth Time             : 8 days 
Harvest Number/season   : 1 
Re-growth (time)        : No 
Selling Price/crop      : 80G 
Profit/full harvest     : (80G x 9 crops x 1 harvest) - 150G = 
                          570G 
Ingredient of Recipe(s) : Ketchup, Curry 

5.3.2.4 Pineapples 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
Price                   : 1000G 



Buy at                  : Won 
Growth Time             : 21 days 
Harvest Number/season   : 2 
Re-growth (time)        : Yes (5 days) 
Selling Price/crop      : 500G 
Profit/full harvest     : (500G x 9 crops x 2 harvests) - 1000G = 
                          8000G 
Ingredient of Recipe(s) : Fruit Juice, Mixed Latte, Deluxe Mixed 
                          Juice, Fruit Latte 

Pineapples are waaaaayyyy expensive (the most expensive crop) but they 
fetch a hefty profit in return. One Pineapple sells for 500G; on top of 
that, they regrow in 5 days, and if you can harvest both at a time, it's 
worth the wait of 26 days, in my opinion! 

5.3.2.5 Pink Cat Flowers 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
Price                   : 300G 
Buy at                  : Won 
Growth Time             : 6 days 
Harvest Number/season   : 1 
Re-growth (time)        : No 
Selling Price/crop      : N/A 
Profit/full harvest     : N/A 
Ingredient of Recipe(s) : N/A 

Plant a 3x3 plot of flowers. When the flowers bloom, bees will come and 
make a hive, and honey starts to produce!! Take a bottle of honey to 
Louis at Gotz's house, and leave. The next day, he will come and tell 
you that the bees are rare honey-producers and that the honey is 
actually more valuable! Your honey price will jack up. (This is provided 
of course you have not visited Louis with honey for any time yet) 

Pink Cat Flowers are just about the best kind of Flowers you can get - 
they are relatively cheap, grow in 6 days, and are well received by 
Popuri and her mother Lillia. Also, they give you Honey! 

---------------- 
5.3.3 Fall Crops 
---------------- 

5.3.3.1 Carrots 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
Price                   : 300G 
Buy at                  : Supermarket 
Growth Time             : 8 days 
Harvest Number/season   : 1 
Re-growth (time)        : No 
Selling Price/crop      : 120G 
Profit/full harvest     : (120G x 9 crops x 1 harvest) - 300G = 
                          780G 
Ingredient of Recipe(s) : Vegetable Juice, Salad, Mixed Juice, Veggie 
                          Latte 

Carrots can be used to grab some quick cash in Fall. They don't sell for 
a great lot, but are still good crops to grow. 



5.3.3.2 Eggplants 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
Price                   : 120G 
Buy at                  : Supermarket 
Growth Time             : 10 days 
Harvest Number/season   : 7 
Re-growth (time)        : Yes (3 days) 
Selling Price/crop      : 80G 
Profit/full harvest     : (80G x 9 crops x 7 harvests) - 120G = 
                          4920G 
Ingredient of Recipe(s) : Fruit Juice, Mixed Latte, Deluxe Mixed 
                          Juice, Fruit Latte 

Eggplants can be grown with Sweet Potatoes to make sure that the problem 
of spare cash in your pocket is eradicated. Like Sweet Potatoes, they 
regrow in 3 days. 

5.3.3.3 Green Peppers 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
Price                   : 150G 
Buy at                  : Won 
Growth Time             : 8 days 
Harvest Number/season   : 12 
Re-growth (time)        : Yes (2 days) 
Selling Price/crop      : 40G 
Profit/full harvest     : (40G x 9 crops x 12 harvests) - 150G = 
                          4170G 
Ingredient of Recipe(s) : Fried Rice 

Green Peppers bring a less-than-decent amount of money per bag of seeds, 
but they regrow in a very short time of 2 days! Green Peppers are 
generally the best item to dump into the Hot Pot at the Harvest 
Festival. 

5.3.3.4 Sweet Potatoes 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
Price                   : 300G 
Buy at                  : Supermarket 
Growth Time             : 6 days 
Harvest Number/season   : 9 
Re-growth (time)        : Yes (3 days) 
Selling Price/crop      : 120G 
Profit/full harvest     : (120G x 9 crops x 12 harvests) - 150G = 
                          4170G 
Ingredient of Recipe(s) : Fried Rice 

Hell YEAH! In terms of Monetary Profit, Sweet Potatoes bags you ONLY THE 
BEST profits you can ever have! This only grows in Fall, but if you 
plant 4 crops of Sweet Potatoes, you will never worry about money again. 

5.3.3.5 Magic Red Flowers 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
Price                   : 600G 
Buy at                  : Won 
Growth Time             : 10 days 
Harvest Number/season   : 1 
Re-growth (time)        : No 



Selling Price/crop      : 120G (red flower) 
Profit/full harvest     : (120G x amount of red flowers x 1 harvest) 
Ingredient of Recipe(s) : N/A 

Magic Red Flowers are a little bit special from other flowers. For one 
thing...most of the Flowers aren't red. They are blue; in fact, I've 
seen statistics suggesting the chances of you getting 1 Magic Red Flower 
is 1 Red Flower in 3 packets (!). The red Flowers fetch a bit of cash; 
however, I'd suggest you don't plant these Flowers. They are expensive, 
and are not especially liked by other villagers. 

5.4 Special Crops 
================= 

These are the ones you should try going after for after settling down 
properly with a good, steady revenue (that should not take much more 
than a few weeks). The special crops have a special purpose, and a few 
of them are secret - you need to go to extreme means to get them, but 
getting them is worth it, for they bring in the bucks! 

So, once again... 

 ___________________________________________________________________ 
|Price                   - how much one packet costs                | 
|Season                  - the season when the seed grows           | 
|Buy at/How to get       - where to buy the seed/or, if the crop is | 
|                          secret, how to get it                    | 
|Growth Time             - the life of the seed before it dies      | 
|Harvest Number/season   - number of times you can harvest one crop | 
|                          in one season                            | 
|Re-growth (time)        - does it regrow after harvest? for how    | 
|                          long?                                    | 
|Selling Price/crop      - how much Zack gives you for one crop     | 
|Profit/full harvest     - how much extra money you earn by         | 
|                          subtracting seed cost by the money you   | 
|                          get for selling 9 crops per harvest per  | 
|                          season                                   | 
|Ingredient of Recipe(s) - whether the crop is used to make any     | 
|                          foods                                    | 
|___________________________________________________________________| 

5.4.1 Grass 
=-=-=-=-=-= 
Price                   : 300G 
Season                  : Spring, Summer, Fall 
Buy at/how to get       : Supermarket 
Growth Time             : 10 days 
Harvest Number/season   : 9 
Re-growth (time)        : Yes (30 days on 1st of Winter) 
Selling Price/crop      : N/A 
Profit/full harvest     : N/A 
Ingredient of Recipe(s) : N/A 

Grass is VERY special. For one thing...you don't have to water it and it 
grows, and you can walk onto plots of grass. It continues to flourish in 
Summer and Fall if you planted it in Spring, and will disappear in 
Winter. It grows in two stages; first is short, light-colored grass, 
followed by fully grown, dark-colored, long grass. If you have 



sufficient grass you can rear your cows and sheep; if Barley takes away 
your horse, plant 20 bags of grass and he will give you another pony. 

If it is Winter, as mentioned, your grass will not grow, so make sure 
you take your sickle and cut down grass in earlier seasons. One "crop" 
is one unit of fodder, which you can feed your livestock during Winter. 

5.4.2 Orangecup Flowers 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
Price                   : 500G 
Season                  : (only in Hothouse) 
Buy at/how to get       : Won 
Growth Time             : 9 days 
Harvest Number/season   : 1 
Re-growth (time)        : No 
Selling Price/crop      : 60G 
Profit/full harvest     : (60G x 9 crops x 1 harvest) - 500G = 40G 
Ingredient of Recipe(s) : N/A 

Orangecup flowers are next to the worst crops. Besides being a good gift 
to girls, they are nothing much. They can only be grown in Hothouses, 
which cost a bomb to build. The orange fruit produced by the flowers are 
the only things that can be sold, and only at a paltry 60G each. A full 
harvest only brings you a mere 40G profit. 

5.4.3 Spinach !!!SECRET CROP!!! 
=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
Price                   : 500G 
Season                  : Summer 
Buy at/how to get       : Supermarket (to unlock, first sell 100 
                          green peppers, 100 carrots, 100 eggplants 
                          and 100 sweet potatoes. You will be mailed 
                          a letter from the supermarket about the 
                          sales.) 
Growth Time             : 6 days 
Harvest Number/season   : 1 
Re-growth (time)        : No 
Selling Price/crop      : 80G 
Profit/full harvest     : (80G x 9 crops x 1 harvest) - 500G = 220G 
Ingredient of Recipe(s) : Greens 

In my opinion, Spinach is not super worth to get - it gives you a mere 
220G profit per harvest, and does not regrow. But to my knowledge, it is 
an excellent optional ingredient to put into many green-and-healthy 
dishes (like Veggie Latte). 

5.4.4 Pumpkins !!!SECRET CROP!!! 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
Price                   : 500G 
Season                  : Summer 
Buy at/how to get       : Supermarket (to unlock, first sell 100 
                          corn, 100 onions, 100 tomatoes and 
                          100 potatoes. You will be mailed a letter 
                          from the supermarket about the sales.) 
Growth Time             : 15 days 
Harvest Number/season   : 1 
Re-growth (time)        : No 



Selling Price/crop      : 250G 
Profit/full harvest     : (250G x 9 crops x 1 harvest) - 500G = 1750G 
Ingredient of Recipe(s) : Pumpkin Pudding 

A crop worth getting. Does not regrow, and grows after 15 days...but one 
Pumpkin has a large selling price of 250G. One 9-crop harvest brings you 
2250G. Worth waiting the 15 days, eh? 

5.4.5 Strawberries !!!SECRET CROP!!! 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
Price                   : 150G 
Season                  : Spring 
Buy at/how to get       : Supermarket (to unlock, first sell 100 
                          turnips, 100 cucumbers, 100 potatoes and 
                          100 cabbages. You will be mailed a letter 
                          in your mailbox telling you about the sale 
                          of the crops) 
Growth Time             : 8 days 
Harvest Number/season   : 4 
Re-growth (time)        : Yes (6 days) 
Selling Price/crop      : 50G 
Profit/full harvest     : (50G x 9 crops x 4 harvest) - 150G = 1650G 
Ingredient of Recipe(s) : Strawberry Jam, Strawberry Milk, Mixed 
                          Juice, Deluxe Mixed Juice, Fruit Juice 

A must-have. Besides being cheap, you require Strawberries for many 
delicious recipes, regrows, and bags you 400G for every 8 crops you 
harvest. It still cannot compare to the monetary profits Sweet Potatoes 
bring in though... 

5.4.6 Moon Drop Flowers !!!SECRET CROP!!! 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
Price                   : 500G 
Season                  : Summer 
Buy at/how to get       : Won (to unlock, you must first have a 
                          blue-heart relationship with Karen. Soon, 
                          she will bestow you a packet of Moon Drop 
                          Flower seeds. Plant and grow them, and then 
                          Won will pop up and say that he now sells 
                          them.) 
Growth Time             : 6 days 
Harvest Number/season   : 1 
Re-growth (time)        : No 
Selling Price/crop      : N/A 
Profit/full harvest     : N/A 
Ingredient of Recipe(s) : N/A 

As good as fool's gold. If you are after Karen, you MUST have this seed, 
to increase your chances of marrying her. However, they ARE very good 
for courting Karen! The moment they bloom, she will come to your Farm 
and see the Flowers and be very happy with them! 

COOKING RECIPES 

Of course, the recipes you can cook are one of the main highlights of 
Harvest Moon - Back to Nature! There are, as I have finally found out, 



64 recipes in total, all of which make use of some of the ingredients 
which I shall list later. 

Cooking is very precise, as it should be. You have to have the necessary 
ingredients, seasoning, utensils, as well as the recipe, otherwise you 
cannot cook. You may also add in optional ingredients to spice your food 
up (like peppers to Pizza during Hot Pot Fest, or Pineapple to your Ice 
Cream). The food can then be given to people as a gift. 

Of course, you need a Kitchen, which the 1st House Extension can 
provide. 

6.1 Ingredients 
=============== 
The ingredients are, of course, the very primary elements of the 
recipes. Here is a quick list on how to get the ingredients. 

 ___________________________________________________________________ 
|              |                                                    | 
|  INGREDIENT  |             HOW TO GET THE INGREDIENT              | 
|______________|____________________________________________________| 
|    Turnip    |           It's a crop. Grow it in Spring.          | 
|______________|____________________________________________________| 
|    Potato    |           It's a crop. Grow it in Spring.          | 
|______________|____________________________________________________| 
|   Cucumber   |           It's a crop. Grow it in Spring.          | 
|______________|____________________________________________________| 
|   Cabbage    |           It's a crop. Grow it in Spring.          | 
|______________|____________________________________________________| 
|    Tomato    |           It's a crop. Grow it in Summer.          | 
|______________|____________________________________________________| 
|     Corn     |           It's a crop. Grow it in Summer.          | 
|______________|____________________________________________________| 
|    Onions    |           It's a crop. Grow it in Summer.          | 
|______________|____________________________________________________| 
|   Pineapple  |           It's a crop. Grow it in Summer.          | 
|______________|____________________________________________________| 
|    Carrot    |            It's a crop. Grow it in Fall.           | 
|______________|____________________________________________________| 
| Green Peppers|            It's a crop. Grow it in Fall.           | 
|______________|____________________________________________________| 
|   Eggplant   |            It's a crop. Grow it in Fall.           | 
|______________|____________________________________________________| 
| Sweet Potato |            It's a crop. Grow it in Fall.           | 
|______________|____________________________________________________| 
|    Spinach   |        It's a secret crop. Grow it in Fall.        | 
|______________|____________________________________________________| 
| Strawberries |      It's a secret crop. Grow it in Spring.        | 
|______________|____________________________________________________| 
|   Pumpkins   |      It's a secret crop. Grow it in Summer.        | 
|______________|____________________________________________________| 
|   Mushroom   |      Near Gotz's House, foot of Mother's Hill,     | 
|              |                    Hot Springs                     | 
|______________|____________________________________________________| 
|     Egg      |     A chicken with 1 - 3 hearts will lay these.    | 
|______________|____________________________________________________| 
|   Good Egg   |     A chicken with 4 - 7 hearts will lay these.    | 
|______________|____________________________________________________| 
|Excellent Egg |     A chicken with 8 - 10 hearts will lay these.   | 



|______________|____________________________________________________| 
|   Gold Egg   |    A chicken which has won the Chicken Festival    | 
|              |            on Summer 7th will lay these.           | 
|______________|____________________________________________________| 
|     Milk     |    A cow will give you this if you have a milker.  | 
|              |  Usually, the more hearts the cow has, the better  | 
|              | the milk quality, and the better the dish with the | 
|              |                 milk will taste.                   | 
|______________|____________________________________________________| 
|     Oil      |               Buy at Supermarket (50G)             | 
|______________|____________________________________________________| 
|    Bread     |               Buy at Supermarket (100G)            | 
|______________|____________________________________________________| 
|    Honey     | Grow a 3x3 patch of flowers. Bees will be attracted| 
|              |to your Apple Tree and make a bottle of honey a day.| 
|______________|____________________________________________________| 
| Curry Powder |               Buy at Supermarket (50G)             | 
|______________|____________________________________________________| 
|    Flour     |               Buy at Supermarket (50G)             | 
|______________|____________________________________________________| 
|     Wine     |               Buy at Aja Winery (300G)             | 
|______________|____________________________________________________| 
|   Rice Ball  |               Buy at Supermarket (100G)            | 
|______________|____________________________________________________| 
|    Apple     |   3 drop from your apple tree every day in Fall.   | 
|______________|____________________________________________________| 
|   Chocolate  | Girls with Blue/Purple-heart relationships with you| 
|              |   will pop by your farm on Thanksgiving (14th of   | 
|              | Winter) to give you chocolate. Stay at home.       | 
|______________|____________________________________________________| 
|     Fish     |     Catch these in Lakes, Oceans and Rivers.       | 
|______________|____________________________________________________| 
|Relaxation Tea| Wrap up some stuff in gift-wrapping paper as gifts | 
|    Leaves    | and go to the Harvest Sprites' house at 3 - 4 pm on| 
|              |  a sunny day without festivals. Give a present to  | 
|              |    each Harvest Sprite (7 of them) and they will   | 
|              | throw you a tea party. At the end, they will give  | 
|              |           you some Relaxation Tea Leaves.          | 
|______________|____________________________________________________| 
| Small Stone  |              On your farm grounds.                 | 
|______________|____________________________________________________| 
| Winter Stone | On your farm grounds in winter. Basically a Small  | 
|              |                Stone covered in snow.              | 
|______________|____________________________________________________| 
|    Truffle   |       Grows in Fall at foot of Mother's Hill.      | 
|______________|____________________________________________________| 
|  Wild Grape  |       Grows in Fall at foot of Mother's Hill.      | 
|______________|____________________________________________________| 
| Bamboo Shoot |         Grows in Spring near the Hot Springs.      | 
|______________|____________________________________________________| 

6.2 Utensils 
============ 
You need utensils to handle the ingredients and cook them. You cannot 
buy them but here are the steps to get them: 

(1) Upgrade your house once. 

(2) Watch the TV show on Saturday, "TV Shopping Network". 



(3) Go to the Inn and use the phone. 

(4) Order, using the phone, the utensils you want. 

(5) Zack will deliver the goods 3 days later (if there are no 
disasters). 

Here are the utensils: 
- Rolling Pin : 2000G 
- Mixer : 2000G 
- Whisk : 2000G 
- Frying Pan : 2500G 
- Cooking Pot : 3000G 
- Kitchen Knife : 3000G 
- Oven : 5000G 
- Seasoning Set : 5000G 
(I think there's a Power Berry, but why's it to be used?!) 

6.3 Seasonings 
============== 
The spice of your food. It's necessary for some, optional for some. They 
help a lot in any Cooking Festivals though! 

Here's how to get them: 
(1) Buy all the Utensils. 

(2) When TV Shopping Network next shows, it offers Seasonings for sale. 

(3) Buy the Seasonings. You will have an unlimited stock of them. 

The Seasonings: 
- Miso Paste 
- Soy Sauce 
- Vinegar 
- Sugar 
- Salt 

6.4 Recipes 
=========== 
At last - the very formulas of your food! You need to correct 
combination of seasoning, ingredients and utensils, plus an upgrade of 
your house at least once. You also need the recipe - but if you have a 
good memory, you can memorise the recipes and use the appropriate 
ingredients! You will find most of them in the Delicious Hour, a TV 
program shown on Tuesday. As long as you know what the recipe is like 
from this FAQ, you won't have to bother finding the actual thing from 
otehr people or the Delicious Hour. 

To make your recipes even better, you can add in other stuff like 
seasonings. These are shown in square brackets, [ ]. If you toss in the 
wrong ingredients or you don't complete a recipe and you start cooking - 
your result is awful black Charcoal. No, no-one likes it. 

This section is under contruction. I'm conducting experiments on the 
various people who food to see who loves it, likes it, dislikes it and 
hates it. 



------------ 
6.4.1 Drinks 
------------ 

6.4.1.1 Fruit Juice 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
Where to get: Delicious Hour 
Ingredients : Pineapple, Apple, Wild Grape, Strawberry 
Utensils    : Mixer 
Seasonings  : [Sugar] 

6.4.1.2 Fruit Latte 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
Where to get: Basil 
Ingredients : Pineapple, Apple, Wild Grape, Strawberry, Milk 
Utensils    : Mixer 
Seasonings  : [Sugar] 

6.4.1.3 Mixed Juice 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
Where to get: Doctor 
Ingredients : Pineapple, Apple, Wild Grape, Strawberry, Cucumber, 
              Carrot, Cabbage 
Utensils    : Mixer 
Seasonings  : [Sugar] 

6.4.1.4 Mixed Latte 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
Where to get: Delicious Hour 
Ingredients : Pineapple, Apple, Wild Grape, Strawberry, Cucumber, 
              Carrot, Cabbage, Milk 
Utensils    : Mixer 
Seasonings  : [Sugar] 

6.4.1.5 Vegetable Juice 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-==-=- 
Where to get: Delicious Hour 
Ingredients : Cucumber, Carrot, Cabbage 
Utensils    : Mixer 
Seasonings  : [Salt] 

6.4.1.6 Vegetable Latte 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
Where to get: Doctor 
Ingredients : Cucumber, Carrot, Cabbage, Milk 
Utensils    : Mixer 
Seasonings  : [Salt] 

6.4.1.7 Tomato Juice 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
Where to get: Delicious Hour 
Ingredients : Tomato 
Utensils    : Mixer 
Seasonings  : [Salt] 



6.4.1.8 Hot Milk 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
Where to get: Delicious Hour 
Ingredients : Milk 
Utensils    : Pot 
Seasonings  : [Sugar] 

6.4.1.9 Strawberry Milk 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
Where to get: Delicious Hour 
Ingredients : Milk, Strawberry 
Utensils    : Mixer 
Seasonings  : [Sugar] 

6.4.1.10 Relaxation Tea 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
Where to get: Doctor 
Ingredients : Relaxation Tea Leaves 
Utensils    : Pot 
Seasonings  : [Sugar] 

----------- 
6.4.2 Foods 
----------- 

6.4.2.1 Sweet Potato 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
Where to get: Red Harvest Sprite (Chef) 
Ingredients : Sweet Potato, Butter, Egg 
Utensils    : Oven, Pot 
Seasonings  : [Sugar] 

6.4.2.2 Roasted Potato 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
Where to get: Delicious Hour 
Ingredients : Sweet Potato, Small Stone 
Utensils    : Oven 
Seasonings  : Salt, Sugar 

6.4.2.3 Stir Fry 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
Where to get: Delicious Hour 
Ingredients : Cabbage, Oil 
Utensils    : Knife, Frying Pan 
Seasonings  : Soy Sauce 

6.4.2.4 Scrambled Eggs 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
Where to get: Lillia 
Ingredients : Egg, Oil 
Utensils    : Frying Pan 
Seasonings  : [Salt] 



6.4.2.5 Omelette 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
Where to get: Delicious Hour 
Ingredients : Egg, Milk, Oil 
Utensils    : Frying Pan 
Seasonings  : [Salt] 

6.4.2.6 Boiled Egg 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
Where to get: Delicious Hour 
Ingredients : Egg 
Utensils    : Pot 
Seasonings  : [Salt] 

6.4.2.7 Rice Omelette 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
Where to get: Delicious Hour 
Ingredients : Egg, Milk, Oil, Rice Ball 
Utensils    : Frying Pan 
Seasonings  : [Salt] 

6.4.2.8 Mushroom Rice 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
Where to get: Delicious Hour 
Ingredients : Rice Ball, Mushroom 
Utensils    : N/A 
Seasonings  : [Salt], [Soy Sauce] 

6.4.2.9 Truffle Rice 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
Where to get: Delicious Hour 
Ingredients : Truffle, Rice Ball 
Utensils    : N/A 
Seasonings  : [Salt], [Soy Sauce] 

6.4.2.10 Bamboo Rice 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
Where to get: Delicious Hour 
Ingredients : Bamboo Shoot, Rice Ball 
Utensils    : N/A 
Seasonings  : [Salt], [Soy Sauce] 

6.4.2.11 Fried Rice 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
Where to get: Harris 
Ingredients : Oil, Egg, Rice Ball 
Utensils    : Frying Pan 
Seasonings  : Soy Sauce, Sugar, Salt 

WALKTHROUGH 



********************************************************************* 
          WARNING!!!WARNING!!!WARNING!!!WARNING!!!WARNING!!! 
********************************************************************* 
Read this foreword before even diving into the walkthrough straightaway. 
Any questions answered in this foreword will not be entertained - and 
you had better have searched hard before asking for help. 
********************************************************************* 
          WARNING!!!WARNING!!!WARNING!!!WARNING!!!WARNING!!! 
********************************************************************* 

The main objectives you want to achieve in Harvest Moon is: 
- To make lots of money 
- To have a wife (and children possibly) 
- To be on relatively good terms with the villagers (get inside their 
houses?...you'd probably have to go further than what is mentioned in 
the walkthrough. I think I overlooked it a bit. I might add some more 
stuff to the walkthrough to keep this up...later) 
- To have a thriving farm and life in overall 

This walkthrough, however, may NOT be everything. It might not let you 
be able to be on the best terms with everyone always, and certain things 
which I can leave out (such as flirting even though you are married) I 
will leave out. The walkthrough covers a route you can take to success, 
which I have used (but altered a little to suit some changes). Of course 
there are many other ways, but my duty as making a FAQ is to allow you 
to achieve the objectives. Weather is subject to changes. If it changes, 
use your common sense, and if you have to make some modifications to 
your plans, use your common sense. 

Of course, the main flaw of the walkthrough is the availability of 
disasters, like hurricanes and large storms. They disrupt a day of work. 
They also come randomly, and can smash you off track this walkthrough. 
They also destroy your crops...and your revenue will vary. But I cannot 
help that. All you can do is to save everyday and reload if necessary. I 
have attempted to alter the walkthrough such that there won't be any 
storms (at least other than the first 3 seasons). But don't fret over 
this too much - natural disasters come once in a blue moon, and will not 
throw you off the walkthrough's tangent too far. Myself, I was struck by 
quite a few storms - so I altered the walkthrough a bit, such that it 
assumes you have been hit by no storms (to provide a standard tangent 
which you can properly follow. 

Another thing: you will notice that I say give Flowers to your "girls" - 
but I mean, preferably, the one who likes you most by far. It also does 
not need to be Flowers in every case (exercise discretion): here is a 
quick condensed list of stuff you may buy/grab and give your girl(s): 

Mary - Red/Green/Blue Grass, Bamboo Shoots 
Popuri - Flowers (preferably Pink Cat Flowers), Milk, Eggs 
Ann - Flowers, Eggs 
Karen - Flowers (preferably Moon Drop Flowers), Wine (300G! Discretion 
is needed when giving this) 
Elli - Flowers (she loves 'em!) 

(Sometimes, it may imply "Give Elli the Flowers! It's the easiest way to 
get a wife, and that's Elli!". Well, you have brains; do your own 
judgement.) 

Also, you notice that sooner or later I start using "Farm business" to 



sum up many unnecessarily boring details of your Farm stuff. 
- Cuddle your Puppy/Dog 
- Throw Dog Ball and train Puppy/Dog 
- Brush and talk to Horse 
- Whistle to Horse 
- Water Crops (if any) 
- Feed Fish 
- Feed Chickens 
- Feed Cows and Sheep 
- Give Flowers to Wife 

The list will build up eventually as time goes on. Don't forget 
them...write them down if you have to! 

Good Luck!

~-~THE FIRST YEAR~-~ 

---Spring--- 

Day 1
=====
Right, you start off in your grandfather's abandoned farm, and it is a 
big mess! Weeds and stones everywhere on the farm! You must first equip 
yourself with your Hoe and Watering Can, and then get on with uprooting 
weeds, picking up small stones and throwing them onto normal land (green 
grass). They will be destroyed like that, so clear up a [9 x 9] portion 
of untilled land (brown land), and hoe 2 [3 x 3] portions of land. The 
hoed land is tilled land, which you can plant seeds on. Make sure they 
are seperated and not together, so you can reap maximum profit when 
harvest time arrives. 

After preparing your tilled land, go out of your farm and buy 2 packets 
of Turnip seeds from the Supermarket. Also, get familiar with the 
village and its people. When you are done, pick up your little puppy for 
a while, then put it back down. It will like you more. 

If you feel it is pretty late, go to spend an hour in the Hot Springs in 
the mountain, then return to your house for a sleep. 

Main Objectives   : Clear up Farm 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 240G 

Day 2
=====
The next morning, exit your house with the Watering Can equipped. The 
local bobby will give you a visit and tell you that a "suspicious man 
wearing yellow clothes, a funny hat and holding a strange bag" is 
loitering around. He is none other than Won, the wandering merchant. 
Then Won will come, tell you he needs a rest and goes to lie down under 
a tree. 

Now equip the two bags of seed and plant them on the tilled plots. Water 
the crops, and refill Watering Can if required. Pick up your puppy again 
to keep it happy. 

Now you should equip your Hoe, and find your way to the Waterfall Mine 



(the one behind the Mineral Hot Springs), and start mining. Mine for 
about three hours, and dump any Junk Ore you find. Try to get Copper and 
Gold Ore, and store them both in your rucksack. After mining, get out of 
the Mine and have an hour in the Hot Springs. Then find your way to 
Yodel Ranch, have a chat with Barley, and answer "Take Care of pony". He 
will then give you the pony, and will deliver it to your stables. When 
you return, give it a pat or two, then go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : Mine a bit for useful ore, Get Horse, Plant 2 
                    bags of seed 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 3
=====
Water your plants. Give your horse a pat and your puppy a ride before 
going back to bed. 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 4
=====
Water plants. Equip your Hoe and go mining at the Waterfall Mine for 
some Gold. After 2 - 3 hours of mining, go have an hour in the Hot 
Springs, return to farm and go to bed. Again, talk to your horse, lift 
up your puppy for a while before going to bed. 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 5
=====
Water plants. Push your horse outside into the green field. It will 
start to graze if it keeps still for a while. Talk to it a bit. Give 
your puppy a ride, equip your Hoe and go mining at the Waterfall Mine 
for some Gold. After 2 - 3 hours of mining, go have an hour in the Hot 
Springs. 

After that, take the southern path down the mountain into an new area. 
Pluck the flower next to the road and take it to one of the girls you 
fancy marrying in the future. 

You should also have enough Gold after all that mining. Go buy a packet 
of Turnip seeds and a packet of Potato seeds. 

Return to farm and go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 



Day 6
=====
Water plants. Hoe another [3x3] plot of tilled land and plant some 
Turnips. Also, grab a bunch of flowers and give them to your girl. 

Main Objectives   : Plant another bunch of Turnip seeds 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 960G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 7
=====
Finally! You may harvest your Turnips. Owing to so much rain, you will 
be lucky enough to harvest two full crops of Turnips! (I'm not sure if 
your game's weather varies, but that's what I got) 

It is raining today. You can slack off watering. So quickly take your 
Potato seeds from your Toolbox and plant them onto an empty [3x3] plot 
of tilled land. Then equip your Hoe and go mining for Gold again. After 
2 - 3 hours, get out and have an hour at the Hot Springs. 

Main Objectives   : Harvest Turnips, Plant Potato seeds 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1080G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 8
=====
Hmm, it's Sunday 8th of Spring, and it's the Spring Goddess Festival. 
Before going out, cuddle your puppy, and talk to your pony. Water your 
plants, THEN go out. No shops will be open, so proceed to the Town 
Square and talk to everyone there. Then talk to the Mayor, and answer 
"Yes please" to start the festival. You will then watch the 5 girls 
dance, then the festival fast forwards to the ending, at 6 pm when you 
finally reach home. 

When you reach home, don't try going out to buy stuff, because all shops 
are still closed. Go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: Flower Goddess Festival 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 9
=====
Before going out, water your plants, and cuddle your dog. Then go out 
and purchase a packet of Potato seeds, a packet of Cucumber seeds and a 
Brush (from Saibara at 800G). Then go back, equip your brush and brush 
your Pony and talk to him to raise his heart value. Hoe up another [3x3] 
plot of land and plant your Cucumber and Potato seeds and water them. 

Finally, to round off the day, take your Axe and chop up some logs on 
the land for some lumber. 



Well that is it for today. 

Main Objectives   : Plant a bunch of Cucumber seeds, Buy Brush 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 1150G 

Day 10 
====== 
Go out, harvest your Turnips, cuddle your puppy and brush your Pony. 
Take your Axe and chop up some logs on the land for some lumber 
(preferably about 18 units more). There is nothing much to do, so grab 
some flowers from the mountain for your girl. 

Main Objectives   : Harvest Turnips 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 480G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 11 
====== 
Nothing much, water your crops (including the last Turnip), cuddle your 
puppy, brush and talk to your Pony. Then...go back to bed ;-) 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 12 
====== 
Nothing much, harvest the last Turnip, cuddle your puppy, brush and talk 
to your Pony. Then...go back to bed ;-) 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 60G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 13 
====== 
Nothing much, water your crops, cuddle your puppy, brush and talk to 
your Pony. Then...go back to bed ;-) 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 14 
====== 
Water your plants. Cuddle your puppy, brush and talk to your Pony, then 
go to bed. Oh, and harvest your potatoes (8 of them). Then go back to 
bed ;-) 



Main Objectives   : Harvest Potatoes 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 640G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 15 
====== 
Today, the Mayor will come and ask you to bring 3 turnips to his house 
for the Cooking Festival on 22nd of Spring. Oh oh! You have 5 days, and 
currently do not enough money for a medium rucksack...can you fulfill 
the task? Well, let's see! Answer "Yes" to his request and he will 
leave, pleased. Today is Sunday and the Supermarket will be closed, so 
forget about buying seeds now. 

Let us take count - you should have about 1500G by today, if you have 
not done any optional splurging on expensive luxuries. Listen up - you 
gotta mine your ass off these days, and make sure you bring back at 
least 150G in Gold Bags, and two Gold/Mystrile Ores. You want to be able 
to hold the three Turnips in a rucksack, and you can only do that with a 
MEDIUM one. 

So take out your Hoe and zip straight to the Waterfall Mine. Mine for 
Gold Bags, and Gold/Mystrile Ore. If you faint, go to the Hot Springs 
for two hours, and mine again if you have not completed your quota. 

When you have finished, return to the farm, deposit your Ores in the 
bin, and go to sleep. 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: Major's Turnip request 
Money earned      : 200G (at least) 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 16 
====== 
Harvest your second batch of Potatoes (8 of them) and any other potato 
crop which is ungrown yet (because I used the doughnut style of 
watering). Then go down and buy a packet of Turnip seeds, and plant them 
immediately in an empty plot of tilled land. Water them. 

Then equip your Hoe and go mining again. Mine for Gold Bags, and 
Gold/Mystrile Ore. If you faint, go to the Hot Springs for two hours, 
and mine again if you have not completed your quota. 

When you have finished, return to the farm, deposit your Ores in the 
bin, and go to sleep. 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 840G (at least) 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 17 
====== 
Sunny day. Water all your plants, cuddle your puppy, brush your horse, 
then pick up your Hoe and go mining for at least 190G again. If you 
faint, go to the Hot Springs for two hours, and mine again if you have 



not completed your quota. 

When you have finished, return to the farm, deposit your Ores in the 
bin, and go to sleep. 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 200G (at least) 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 18 
====== 
Sunny day again. Your Cucumbers should have finished growing! Pluck the 
cucumbers out of the plant and harvest 8 of them. Water the empty pods 
after that. Then water the rest of your plants, cuddle your puppy, and 
brush your pony. 

By this time you should have accumalated about more than 2500+G, and 
your latest harvest of cucumbers should do just about fine to top up to 
3000G, enough for a medium rucksack. 

But you cannot buy it today. Today is the 18th of Spring, and the Horse 
Racing Festival is on! Your Pony cannot have fully grown, but if you go 
down, you may buy tickets to bet on a horse; and people will like you 
better for attending. If you win, you will get medals which you may 
redeem for prizes. I bet on Fuji, and won :-) But beware! 10 tickets 
cost you 500G. You want to be able to have enough for a medium Rucksack, 
so only bet once. Your cucumbers will not earn you enough if you throw 
out 1000G on tickets...oh yes, and there will be four races in total. 
You cannot leave before they all finish. After they finish, everyone 
will go home, but the Mayor stays a bit longer for you to redeem gifts. 
(I suggest that if you redeem a gift with 60 medals, redeem jewelry - 
necklaces, bracelets, earrings - so you can give them to your girl and 
improve your relationship faster. 

After the races, you may go home. You notice your money will not go up, 
because Zack was at the races and did not fetch your produce. Shame :-( 
Now go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: Local Horse Races 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G (if you didn't buy tickets) 

Day 19 
====== 
Sunny day. Cuddle puppy, brush pony, water plants, and harvest last 
Potato. You won't have to mine for today. Then go back to sleep ;-) 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 20 
====== 
Zack should have given you your money for your Cucumbers! Also your 



Turnips should have fully grown. Don't harvest just yet; you should now 
have 3000+G, enough for a medium rucksack. Clean up the farm a mite, 
just to burn sometime while you wait for the Supermarket to open. When 
it does...rush in and BUY it!! Then get home, bust your butt in storing 
three Turnips in the rucksack, and harvest the rest of them. Then grab a 
bunch of flowers from the mountain and deliver them to your girl. 

Then go back to bed. 

(As an extra goodie: when I went to the part of the town with the 
church, I saw Rick and Karen talking about going off into the forest 
together to look at something. Talk about a peeping Tom :-) ) 

Main Objectives   : Buy Rucksack, Harvest Turnips, Store 3 Turnips 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1100G 
Money spent       : 3000G 

Day 21 
====== 
The Mayor tells you about the Cooking Festival tomorrow when you exit 
the house, and leaves. 

Cuddle your puppy and brush your horse, then grab a bunch of flowers and 
give them to your girl. If you are lucky (and you have given her flowers 
regularly, like I said), she will be at a blue heart relationship with 
you! 

Also, go over to the Supermarket and buy 2 packets of Turnip seeds. 

(As an extra goodie: I courted Elli. After I bought my seeds and emerged 
from the Supermarket, Elli came out of the Hospital and I walked over to 
her. She asked how the farm was going, and I replied "Fun" - the reply 
which is favorable.) 

Return to the Farm and plant your seeds. Then wait around until it hits 
4 pm. Now run to the Mayor's house and talk to him, with the Turnips in 
your rucksack. He will be pleased to see you have fulfilled his request. 

Now return home and go pluck a bunch of flowers from the mountain and 
keep in your rucksack, and go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : Give Mayor 3 Turnips 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 240G 

Day 22 
====== 
Today's the Cooking Festival! Harvest your last Turnip, water your 
plants and cuddle your puppy and bush your Pony. Then go to the 
mountain, grab two more bunches of flowers, and run to the Town Square 
for the fest. 

You will not have anything to submit by then...so you can't participate. 
Never mind, there's always next year! Ask the Mayor to start the 
judging, and the very fat Gourmet will go around tasting the food. 
Usually Doug or Ann will win. But the other people's reply's can be 



funny - I talked to Karen, and she lamented that she should not have 
added alcohol to every dish (ROTFLMAO!). 

At the end of the festival (after the judging), exit the Town Square and 
you will return to your farm. Then go to sleep. 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: Cooking Festival 
Money earned      : 60G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 23 
====== 
Water plants, cuddle puppy, brush Pony, and go out and deliver the 
flowers to your girl(s). At this time, you should have at least one girl 
who has a purple-heart relationship with you, and if you have more than 
one (I'd say about two) share out the flowers. Then return home, go to 
the Mountain...and get more flowers! 

(As an extra goodie: I also courted Karen, and got her as well to a 
purple-heart relationship. When I entered the Mountain, I went to the 
Waterfall, and Karen came and asked me whether I had something that was 
troubling me. Pick "Love Life" and yeahh, your relationship will 
improve...) 

Yep, today's James Bond day - well, at least you can afford to be. 

Now go and deliver the flowers, cut up 4 logs of lumber and go back to 
bed. 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 24 
====== 
Water plants, cuddle puppy, brush Pony, and go out and grab 2 bunches of 
flowers. Deliver them to your girl(s). Then go to sleep. 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 25 
====== 
It's a rainy day, and Harvest time! Harvest all 16 Turnips, 8 Cucumbers, 
cuddle puppy, and brush Pony. Pick 2 bunches of flowers, and deliver 
them.

Then go back to bed. 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1760G 
Money spent       : 0G 



Day 26 
====== 
Nothing much. Rainy day. Cuddle puppy, brush pony, bring 2 bunches of 
flowers to your girls. Go back to bed. And forget about buying any other 
Spring plants now; the best you'll be able to do is to make a last 
harvest of your regrow-able Cucumbers before the season ends off. 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 27 
====== 
Again, nothing much. Harvest last two Turnips. Cuddle puppy, brush Pony. 
Water plants, clean up the farm of logs for lumber, weed 10 weeds, and 
go back to bed. 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 120G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 28 
====== 
Yawn. Water plants, cuddle puppy, brush Pony. Grab two bunches of 
flowers and give them to your girls. Then go back to bed. 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 29 
====== 
Yawn. Cuddle puppy, brush Pony. Grab two bunches of flowers and give 
them to your girls (if you are especially after Karen, you cannot do a 
thing because the Supermarket's locked!). 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 30 
====== 
Last day of Spring! If you had been following what I have done, then 
your last Cucumber plant should have fully grown (the one in the 
middle). Hack down one of the outer Cucumber plants with the Sickle and 
harvest that Cucumber. Cuddle puppy, brush pony. 

(When you exit the farm to go the village, you will see Popuri greet 
Kai, then she leaves. Kai then gives you a less-than-modest greeting, 
and leaves too. 



Then return to your farm, and if you have Elli at a purple-heart 
relationship, she will come and give you some sandwiches. You chomp them 
down, but they are not so good...oh well.) 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 100G 
Money spent       : 0G 

WELL DONE! You've survived Spring. At this time, I had 1800+G. If you 
did extra crop-growing, you will have earned more. If you spent 
more...you will have less. Well, you should have around this amount at 
least! 

---Summer--- 

Day 1
=====
No crops to water - any remaining crops would have withered by now. 
Never mind! Cuddle puppy, brush Pony, then go to the Beach for the 
Swimming Festival. 

There, talk to the Mayor to start the race. You will change into your 
trunks and the Mayor starts explaining how to swim - press the X button 
to move, use the Triangle button to take a breath. If you win, you get a 
Power Berry! 

When you return home, go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: Swimming Festival 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 2
=====
When you exit your house, Barley comes and tells you that May, his 
granddaughter, is missing! You cannot do much for now, though, but brush 
your Pony, cuddle your puppy, and just go to the Mountain. 

There, pluck two bamboo shoots, grab two bunches of flowers, and hold an 
extra gift for your girl(s). If you are after Mary, take a sprig of Blue 
Grass. Karen, go to the Aja Winery and buy a bottle of Wine. Elli, a 
Bamboo Shoot. Ann/Popuri, just give the bunches of flowers in your 
rucksack. Then give the two Bamboo Shoots to Manna, Duke's wife. 

Then buy two packets of Corn and one packet of Onion seeds and plant 
them in three [3x3] plots of hoed land. 

One more thing before going to bed...when it hits 6 pm, go to the Dock 
at the Mineral Beach. Ah! May is lingering around there. Talk to her and 
choose "Listen to her Story", then you will take her home. Barley will 
have a talk with May, then leave for home and go to sleep. 

(As an extra goodie, if you have Elli at a purple-heart or more 
relationship, she will come to your farm with an egg sandwich! And guess 



what? IT'S JUST AS CRAPPY! Oh well...) 

Main Objectives   : Get 2 packets Corn and 1 packet Onion seeds 
Significant events: Rescue May! 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 750G 

Day 3
=====
Water your Corn and Onion crops, cuddle puppy and brush Pony and go and 
grab two Red Grasses in the mountains and give them to the Doctor (you 
want to be friends with the villagers, don't you?). Follow up with two 
Pink Cat Flowers, one for Mary's mother and the other for your girl. 
Then buy a packet of Onion seeds and plant them in a [3x3] plot of hoed 
land (yep, we're saving up for something). After that, go to sleep. 

(As an extra goodie: if you have Elli at a purple-heart or more 
relationship - I had her at a blue heart by now, one of your girls 
should be too - she will come after noon and give you a combo sandwich. 
It's good, and she will walk off satisfied.) 

Main Objectives   : Get 1 packet of Onion seeds 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 150G 

Day 4
=====
Water plants, cuddle puppy, brush Pony, pluck two Pink Cat Flowers and 
two sprigs of Red Grass. Give one sprig to Doctor, another to Mary. Then 
a bunch of Flowers to your girl, and another for Ellen, Elli's 
grandmother. Now dash back to the farm, grab two units of Lumber, and 
give them to Gotz. You want to curry favour with him too! Then go home 
to bed. AND put back your Pony into the stable, if there is a hurricane 
forecast. 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 5
=====
For me, I got a hurricane. Go back to bed. 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 6
=====
Water plants, cuddle puppy, brush Pony. Then go out and deliver the 
apple pie from the Inn to Ellen as the Mayor instructed. She will then 
offer you a tip: 300G! Accept anyway ;-) Go to the Mountain, get two 
bunches of Flowers and give them to Anna, and two sprigs of Red Grass 



for Mary (regardless of whether you're courting her or not). Then return 
to farm and go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : Deliver pie to Ellen 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 300G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 7
=====
Today is the Sumo Chicken Festival. Water plants and cuddle puppy and 
brush Pony before you go out, then go to Rose Square. 

You will not have a chicken to participate in the Contest. so after the 
festival, go home. 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: Sumo Chicken Festival 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 8
=====
Today, the Mayor comes to your Farm and if you have delivered the pie 
successfully, he will give you a Pie, which you chomp down. Then May 
arrives and when she speaks, answer "Go to see Ellen" and you will go to 
Ellen's house. There, she tells the bored May to go with Stu and you to 
Pastor Carter. Pastor Carter collects the children and assures you that 
they will be delivered back by sunset. 

Then go to the Mountain and grab two bunches of Flowers and give one to 
Lillia, and one to Popuri at the Poultry Farm. 

Then return to the Farm and hoe up three more [3x3] plots of land and 
water plants, cuddle puppy and brush Pony before going to sleep. 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 9
=====
Today is seed shopping day! Hopefully you have enough money, probably 
around 800+G by now...water plants, cuddle puppy and brush Pony, and pop 
down to the Supermarket and purchase two packets of Onions. When it hits 
1 pm, get to the Inn and purchase a packet of Pink Cat Flowers from Won. 

Now go home, collect two bunches of Flowers and two sprigs of Red Grass 
in your rucksack, followed by mining for one ore, which you give to 
Saibara. Give the two bunches of Flowers to Manna, and the Red Grass to 
Mary, plant your seeds, and go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : Get 2 packets of Onion seeds, 1 packet of Pink 
                    Cat Flowers 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 0G 



Money spent       : 600G 

Day 10 
====== 
Water plants, cuddle puppy, brush Pony. Go to the Mountain, mine for 
three ores and grab two bunches of Pink Cat Flowers. Give the Flowers to 
Elli, then the ores to Saibara. Then go back to bed. 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 11 
====== 
Finally! Harvest a batch of Onions! If you had not been struck by a 
Hurricane, well, good for you. Water the central unwatered Onion and 
water the rest of your plants, brush your Pony and cuddle your Puppy. 
Pluck two bunches of Flowers and give them to Lillia and Popuri. Then go 
to bed. 

Main Objectives   : Harvest 1 Onion crop 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 640G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 12 
====== 
Harvest another batch of Onions! Water the central unwatered Onion and 
the rest of your plants, brush your Pony and cuddle your puppy. Before 
10 am, when the Tomato Festival starts, mine for some Copper Ore because 
we will be upgrading your Watering Can very soon! 

At 10 am - adjourn to the Town Square, where the Tomato Festival will 
start! Throw tomatoes at fellow villagers, what fun!! Join the team of 
your choice (preferably one of your girl's) and try to win the fight! 
After two matches, the game will end. 

After the Festival, exit the Town Square and go back to the Farm. Go to 
bed. (Zack won't deliver the money because of the Festival) 

Main Objectives   : Harvest 1 Onion crop, mine 1 Copper Ore 
Significant events: Tomato Festival 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 13 
====== 
Water your plants and brush your Pony and cuddle your Puppy. When it 
hits 10 am, equip your Watering Can and hold your Copper Ore and go to 
Saibara. You should have at least 1000+G by now! Tell him to level it up 
(make sure you've watered all your plants first) and then leave. Then 
pluck two bunches of Flowers from the mountain and give them to your 
girls. After that, go to sleep. 

Main Objectives   : Send Watering Can for upgrading 



Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 640G 
Money spent       : 1000G 

Day 14 
====== 
A day without your Watering Can is like a day without your best friend 
:-( Brush your pony, cuddle your puppy. Then go to the Supermarket and 
buy a bottle of Oil for Gotz, and pluck a unit of Lumber from your store 
as well. Then give both to him. He will love them! On the way, pluck two 
bunches of Flowers from the mountain for Lillia. Then go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 50G 

Day 15 
====== 
I got hit by a hurricane today. Go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 16 
====== 
Today, nothing much. Brush pony, cuddle puppy and go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 17 
====== 
Right, brush Pony, cuddle puppy, and pluck two bunches of Flowers from 
the mountain, as well as two sprigs of red grass. Flowers to the girls, 
red grass to Mary and Doctor. When it hits 10 pm...rush to Saibara's and 
take your Watering Can back!!! Oh, yeah!! Water your plants, and go home 
and sleep.

Main Objectives   : Get Copper Watering Can 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 18 
====== 
Your Pink Cat Flowers bloom - oh yeah. Bees make a hive in your apple 
tree to the left of your house - ohh hell yeah! Harvest your last Onion 
and pick a bottle of honey from the hive. Go to Gotz's house where Louis 
stays and give him the honey as a treat. Leave for the Supermarket and 
grab a packet of Onions, then make a run for your Farm and plant the 



seeds. Then go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : Buy 1 packet of Onion seeds, Bees make hive and 
                    honey 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 150G 

Day 19 
====== 
Water plants, cuddle puppy, brush Pony. Harvest a bottle of Honey and go 
to bed. 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 50G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 20 
====== 
Today, harvest your Corn and Onions! If you were lucky not to be struck 
by a thunderstorm, you will gain plenty of harvest! Two harvests of 
Corn, plus two more harvests of Onions, and the last central Onion! 
Water your Corn crops and the rest of the central Onions, and a bottle 
of Honey, and brush your Pony and cuddle your puppy. 

Then go to Yodel Ranch, where the Cow Festival is being held. Talk to 
Barley, and he will start the Festival. At the end, return to the Farm. 

Main Objectives   : Harvest 1 Corn crop, 1 Onion crop 
Significant events: Cow Festival 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 21 
====== 
Go about your farm business, then go to Gotz's house at 11 pm. Give him 
a bottle of honey...but it will come in use tomorrow! Just wait! Pluck 
two bunches of Flowers and give them to Lillia. Then go to the 
Supermarket and buy a loaf of Bread (100G) and a packet of Onion seeds. 
Return home, and plant the Onion seeds. 

Main Objectives   : Buy Bread and 1 packet of Onion seeds 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 2990G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 22 
====== 
When you exit the farm, Louis has come to the farm and is inspecting the 
beehive in the tree! Talk to him and he will say that the honey is more 
valuable than it actually is. He will then go off. Harvest a bottle of 
Honey - it's now worth 60G - and water your plants. Harvest last of the 
grown central Onions as well. 

Today is Kai's Birthday. Give him the Bread. 



Then zip over to Chicken Lil's and buy a Chicken and two units of 
Chicken Feed. Go back to your Farm and to the Henhouse, and deposit one 
unit of Chicken Feed in the Feed Box. Then go back to bed. 

Main Objectives   : Buy a Chicken 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 60G 
Money spent       : 1520G 

Day 23 
====== 
Go about your Farm business, and harvest a pot of Honey, and put Feed 
into the Feed Box. Pluck two bunches of Flowers and give them to Manna. 
Then go buy another Chicken (ooh, getting poor aren't we? Never mind, 
you will soon see!) and another two units of Chicken Feed. 

Return to the Farm and put a second unit of Chicken Feed into a Box. 
Harvest another last central Onion and go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : Buy a Chicken 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 140G 
Money spent       : 1520G 

Day 24 
====== 
Today, Kai will come and ask for an ear of corn. Sell it to him for 
100G.

Go about Farm business and harvest your regrown Corn and Honey. Save two 
units of Corn in your rucksack, and after harvesting and watering throw 
the Corn into the Mill. 20 Chicken Feed! Hooray! 

Now go into the Henhouse, deposit the Feed, and collect an Egg. Put the 
Egg into the Incubator in the Henhouse. It will hatch in 3 days - and no 
more spending on Chickens anymore! (Maybe you should have bought only 
one...but never mind.) Then go and pluck 2 bunches of Flowers from the 
Mountain. 

At 6 pm, hit the Beach for the Fireworks Festival. When it finishes, 
exit the Beach...and you will go straight to tomorrow. 

Main Objectives   : Sell Kai 1 unit Corn, harvest 1 Corn crop, 
                    Incubate 1 Egg 
Significant events: Fireworks Festival 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 25 
====== 
Go about your Farm business and collect Eggs from the Henhouse. Place 
all Eggs in the Bin. Then go to the Dock at the Beach before noon. You 
will see Greg the fisherman - talk to him and answer that you want to 
try fishing, and he will give you a Fishing Rod. Now you can fish for 
Fish! Well, try your hand at the sea - though it's likely that you may 
get garbage like Boots and Tin Cans. Or go back to your Farm and fish 



for 2 Small Fish at the stream and pop them into your pond. Deliver your 
Flowers to your girls. 

Today is the Mayor's Birthday. Get him a Pink Cat Flower plucked from 
the Mountains. 

Then go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : Get Fishing Rod, Fish for 2 Fish 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1620G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 26 
====== 
Go about your Farm business - and harvest a crop of Onions and a pot of 
Honey. Go catch another three more Small Fish in your stream, and feed 
your Fish. Throw in another Egg into the Bin and pocket one Egg. Fish 
for a piece of garbage in the Sea and give it to May. 

Then go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : Harvest 1 Onion crop, Catch 3 Small Fish 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 710G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 27 
====== 
Today, as soon as you wake up, you will go to the Henhouse. The Egg in 
the Incubator has hatched!! Then you will return to your House...now go 
about your Farm business, feeding Fish and Chickens, and harvesting a 
pot of Honey (that, too, will be from now on counted as "Farm 
business"). Then go back to the Henhouse, and put in another Egg laid by 
your hens into the Incubator, and a second one into the bin. Also, try 
fishing for Small Fish and Logs (no joke). 

Then pluck two bunches of Flowers and give them to Elli. If you have 
been giving Flowers to her regularly, you will have her at a green 
heart. Keep going! Also today in the afternoon Lillia will be at the 
Hospital. She complains about the cost of medicine...so give her a 
bottle of Bodigizer. It costs more than a penny, but she will be 
delighted!

Then go to the Inn and give the Egg to Doug. 

Then go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : New Chick 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 60G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 28 
====== 
Today I got hit by a hurricane. Back to bed. 



Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 29 
====== 
Right, harvest your Corn! Wait...before you do that, throw 5 units into 
your Mill. Then go about your other Farm business, and toss 2 more Eggs 
into the bin. 

Also, since you are not going to keep your Flowers much longer, pluck 
four bunches of your Pink Cat Flowers, give two to Popuri, one to Lillia 
and the last to Sasha. While you are at the Poultry Farm, buy 20 more 
units of Chicken Feed. 

Also, it is Zack's birthday - give him another bunch of Flowers too (I 
think we've spent enough this season haven't we - Wine would not be too 
good on your expenses). 

Fish for another two Small Fish and go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : Harvest 2 Corn crops, buy 20 units Chicken Feed 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1200G 
Money spent       : 200G 

Day 30 
====== 
Again, another birth of a new Chick! Go about your Farm business, 
harvesting a last crop of Onions. Deliver your last bunches of Flowers 
to your girls, then pop down to the Supermarket and get 5 units of Fish 
Food. Also, buy 4 packs of Flour, and give them to 4 of the Harvest 
Sprites (they are important critters - you will see why later). 

Main Objectives   : New Chick 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 660G 
Money spent       : 450G 

KEWL! You've survived Summer. That wasn't too bad...what with four 
Chickens and all...could've done better monetarily...but Fall will be a 
blast! Why? Cos' it's gonna be the last season of the year before 
Winter. At this time, you should have about 3000+G if you followed 
closely enough. Get your ducks up...you also need to brush your Pony at 
least 8 - 10 times a day, if you want to jack up its heart count...you 
MUST NOT lose this Pony. 

---Fall---

Day 1
=====
On this day, Gray will pop by your home and tell you that he is using 
the water mill for his work. Then Kai will also come and tell you that 
he is going away, since it is the end of Summer. The Pastor will also 
come some time later to tell you about the Music Festival. Agree to 



participate and he will say that he would give you an ocarina on Day 3. 

Your puppy should have fully grown by now, and I will address it as your 
Dog instead. If it is so, Won will come today and sell you a Dog Ball 
for 100G. Be sure to throw it five times to your Dog everyday to train 
it up! Now equip that Sickle and go out cutting down all the other 
withered crops! 

Also, harvest three Apples fallen from your Apple tree. Each is worth 
50G. Also, your beehives will still be there - worry not! Pick a pot of 
Honey, go to the Henhouse and put two Eggs into the Bin. Go and pick 
three Mushrooms (each is worth 70G) from the Mountain and put it into 
the Bin as well. 

Then go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : Buy Dog Ball 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 520G 
Money spent       : 100G 

Day 2
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest three Apples fallen from your 
Apple tree. Each costs 50G. Harvest a pot of Honey, go to the Henhouse 
and put two Eggs into the Bin. Go and pick two mushrooms from the 
Mountain and put it into the Bin as well. 

Today is Gotz's birthday. Give him a Mushroom. 

Also, Gray has very kindly weeded your Farm for you! 

Today, go and mine for a unit of Copper Ore and go to Saibara. Equip 
your Axe and give it to him to upgrade. Then go to the Supermarket and 
buy two packets of Eggplants and two packets of Sweet Potatoes. Go home 
and plant them. 

Then go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : Mine 1 Copper Ore, Send Axe for upgrading, Buy 2 
                    packets Eggplants and two packets Sweet Potatoes 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 450G 
Money spent       : 1840G 

Day 3
=====
Go about your Farm business. Harvest three Apples fallen from your Apple 
tree. Harvest a pot of Honey, and go and pick three mushrooms from the 
Mountain and put it into the Bin as well (Zack won't be colelcting today 
because of Music Festival). After that, go to the Church at exactly 6 pm 
for the Music Festival. Talk to the Pastor to begin the Festival. 

After that, you will go home and sleep till tomorrow... 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: Music Festival 
Money earned      : 0G 



Money spent       : 0G 

Day 4
=====
In the morning, Gray invites you outside to show you a hammer he made. 
And of course, it is of crappy quality! He sighs and walks away, but 
sees Mary at the entrance to your Farm. Well now, he then walks away 
with her! 

Oh, well. Go on with your Farm business, harvest three Apples fallen 
from your Apple tree. Harvest a pot of Honey, and go and pick three 
mushrooms from the Mountain and put them into the Bin as well. Then go 
and grab one Egg and put it into the Incubator, and give the second Egg 
to Ann. And one of your chicks should have grown into a Hen by now! 

Grab a Green Herb from the Mountain and give it to Mary, and a blue 
Magic Red Flower for Elli. 

Main Objectives   : Incubate one Egg 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 840G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 5
=====
Gray will pop by your Farm in the morning. He will thank you for letting 
him use your Farm as a working place, and berates himself for being 
scolded by Mary. Well, if you are after Mary...Cheer! Anyway, when he 
leaves, go about your Farm business. Harvest three Apples fallen from 
your Apple tree. Harvest a pot of Honey, and go and pick three mushrooms 
from the Mountain and put them into the Bin as well. Also put two Eggs 
into your Bin. 

Then buy a bottle of Wine from Aja Winery and give it to Karen. Buy a 
packet of Grass and two more packets of Sweet Potatoes from the 
Supermarket, as well as a pack of Rice Balls. Give the Rice Balls to Stu 
as a birthday present, and then go home and plant your seeds. 

Then go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : Buy 1 packet Grass, 2 packets Sweet Potatoes and 
                    1 pack Rice Balls 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 520G 
Money spent       : 1100G 

Day 6
=====
Get on with your Farm business, harvest three Apples fallen from your 
Apple tree. Harvest a pot of Honey, and go and pick three mushrooms from 
the Mountain and put them into the Bin as well. 

Then go to Saibara's Blacksmith when it opens and claim back your Bronze 
Axe! Return to the Farm and hack down all tree stumps for Lumber, then 
go and fish for a Medium Fish from the sea. 

Toss three Eggs into the Bin. Then go to sleep. 



Main Objectives   : Catch 1 Medium Fish, Reclaim Bronze Axe 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 570G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 7
=====
Today, the Egg you put into the Incubator should hatch. Also, your 
fourth chick should have fully grown into a Hen! 

Then go out and harvest your Sweet Potatoes! Wait...keep one in your 
rucksack. You need it for the Harvest Festival. Harvest the rest of the 
Sweet Potatoes, and go about your Farm business, harvest 3 Apples, Honey 
and 3 Mushrooms. 

Then grab three bunches of Flowers and give one to Manna, one to Lillia 
and one to Anna. Then go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : New Chick, Harvest 4 Sweet Potato crops, Store 1 
                    Sweet Potato 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 2220G 

Day 8
=====
Today, the Mayor will come and tell you about the Harvest Festival 
tomorrow. Well, you've got a Sweet Potato in your pack...don't worry. Go 
about your Farm business, harvest three Apples fallen from your Apple 
tree. Harvest a pot of Honey, and go and pick three mushrooms from the 
Mountain and put them into the Bin as well. Dump three Eggs into the 
Bin. 

Then pop down to the Supermarket and buy two packets of Eggplants. Go 
home and plant them. 

Then go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 570G 
Money spent       : 240G 

Day 9
=====
Go about your Farm business, harvest three Apples fallen from your Apple 
tree. Harvest a pot of Honey, and go and pick three mushrooms from the 
Mountain and put them into the Bin as well. Dump four Eggs into the Bin. 

Then go to the Town Square for the Harvest Festival. Talk to the Mayor 
and say that you have an ingredient to add. Then go up the ladder to the 
pot and dump in the Sweet Potato. 

After the Fest, leave the Square and you will return to your Farm. Go to 
bed. 



Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: Harvest Festival 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 10 
====== 
Go about your Farm business, harvest three Apples fallen from your Apple 
tree. Harvest a pot of Honey, and go and pick three mushrooms from the 
Mountain and put them into the Bin as well. Dump four Eggs into the Bin. 
Then harvest your 4 crops of Sweet Potatoes. 

Pick two bunches of Flowers and give them to Elli. Then go to the 
Supermarket and buy one pack of Flour, and give it to Hoggy the Harvest 
Sprite (it's his birthday). 

Then go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 5080G 
Money spent       : 50G 

Day 11 
====== 
Go about your Farm business, harvest three Apples fallen from your Apple 
tree. Harvest a pot of Honey, and go and pick three mushrooms from the 
Mountain and put them into the Bin as well. Dump four Eggs into the Bin. 
Then harvest your 2 crops of Eggplants. 

Today is Manna's birthday. Pluck a blue Magic Red Flower for her and 
give it to her. She will rile off a very funny recollection of what Duke 
would have done instead! 

Go to Gotz's Area and chop down the four tree stumps beside his house 
for some Lumber. 

Main Objectives   : Harvest 2 crops Eggplants 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1900G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 12 
====== 
Go about your Farm business, harvest three Apples fallen from your Apple 
tree. Harvest a pot of Honey, and go and pick three mushrooms from the 
Mountain and put them into the Bin as well. 

Then go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 420G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 13 



====== 
Go about your Farm business, harvest three Apples fallen from your Apple 
tree. Harvest a pot of Honey, and go and pick three mushrooms from the 
Mountain and put them into the Bin as well. Harvest 4 Eggs and 4 crops 
of Sweet Potatoes. 

Then go to Yodel Ranch and buy a cow. Yes, a Cow!! It's 6000G, but you 
should have more than 10,000G by now. Also, go to Saibara's ad get a 
Milker for 2000G. Go home and brush and talk to your Cow. 

Then go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : Harvest 4 Sweet Potato crops, Buy a Cow and 
                    Milker 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 3840G + 620G 
Money spent       : 8200G 

Day 14 
====== 
Today, Duke will come by and ask you for help in picking grapes from his 
vines. He will pay you handsomely - if you take up the job! Agree and he 
will leave, telling you to come at 10 am tomorrow. 

Go about your Farm business, harvest three Apples fallen from your Apple 
tree. Harvest a pot of Honey. Harvest 4 Eggs and talk to your Cow as 
well (that will be farm business too). By the way, I have ruled out 
Mushrooms since they take a little too much time. 

Go to Yodel Ranch and buy 15 units of Fodder. 

Then pick two Bunches of Flowers and give one to Sasha and one to Elli 
(at the Supermarket). While you are at it, buy 10 units of Fish Food and 
2 packs of Flour. Give the Flour to the Harvest Sprites. 

Then return to the Farm and feed your Cow with Fodder. 

Then go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : Agree to Duke's job offer, Buy 15 units Fodder, 
                    10 units Fish Food and 2 packs Flour 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 510G 
Money spent       : 800G 

Day 15 
====== 
Go about your Farm business, harvest three Apples fallen from your Apple 
tree. Harvest a pot of Honey. Also, harvest your 2 crops of Eggplants. 

Then at 9.40 am, exit your Farm and go to the Winery. Pick all the 
grapes you can find, and then Duke will pay you about 500G. You need to 
pick less than 16 grapes. 

Then you will return home at 5.00 pm. Finish up any farm business you 
have not finished before that, and go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : Harvest 2 crops Eggplants, Pick grapes 



Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 2090G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 16 
====== 
Go about your Farm business, harvest three Apples fallen from your Apple 
tree. Harvest a pot of Honey. Also, harvest your 4 crops of Sweet 
Potatoes. Also, cut down your fully-grown grass to get 9 units of Fodder 
with your Sickle. 

Pluck two bunches of Flowers and give them to Elli. Then chop down 6 
stumps. 

Then go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : Harvest 4 crops Sweet Potatoes 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 3840G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 17 
====== 
Go about your Farm business, harvest three Apples fallen from your Apple 
tree. Harvest a pot of Honey and 5 Eggs. 

Today is Doctor's birthday. Give him a Green Herb. 

Then go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 560G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 18 
====== 
Go about your Farm business, harvest three Apples fallen from your Apple 
tree. Harvest a pot of Honey and 3 Eggs, and 2 crops of Eggplants. Give 
2 Eggs to Ann. Then go to Yodel Ranch and buy 50 units of Fodder. 

Chop down one tree stump and go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : Harvest 2 crops Eggplants, Buy 50 units Fodder 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1740G 
Money spent       : 1000G 

Day 19 
====== 
Go about your Farm business, harvest three Apples fallen from your Apple 
tree. Harvest a pot of Honey and 3 Eggs, and 4 crops of Sweet Potatoes. 
Give 2 Eggs to Ann. 

Pluck two bunches of Flowers and give one to Karen, and one to Anna. Buy 
60 units of Chicken Feed at the Poultry Farm. 



Main Objectives   : Harvest 4 crops Sweet Potatoes, Buy 60 units 
                    Chicken Feed 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 4300G 
Money spent       : 600G 

Day 20 
====== 
Go about your Farm business, harvest three Apples fallen from your Apple 
tree. Harvest a pot of Honey and 5 Eggs, and 2 crops of Eggplants. 

Then chop down 2 stumps, give a bunch of Flowers to Karen, and go to 
bed. 

Main Objectives   : Harvest 2 Eggplant crops 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1590G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 21 
====== 
Go about your Farm business, harvest three Apples fallen from your Apple 
tree. Harvest a pot of Honey and 5 Eggs. Chop down 4 stumps. 

Then proceed to Yodel Ranch for the Sheep Festival. You don't have a 
Sheep, so you can't participate this year. 

When it ends, exit the Ranch and go home. 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: Sheep Festival 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 22 
====== 
Go about your Farm business, harvest three Apples fallen from your Apple 
tree. Harvest a pot of Honey and 5 Eggs, 2 crops of Eggplants and 4 
crops of Sweet Potatoes. Chop down 4 stumps. 

Then buy the Large Rucksack for 5000G from the Supermarket - trust me, 
you will need it! Also buy 20 units of Fish Food, and 6 packs of Flour, 
and give them to the Harvest Sprites. 

Pluck two bunches of Flowers and give them to Karen and go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : Harvest 2 crops Eggplants and 4 Sweet Potato 
                    crops, Buy Large Rucksack, 20 units Fish Food, 
                    6 packs Flour 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 5120G 
Money spent       : 5700G 

Day 23 
====== 



Go about your Farm business, harvest three Apples fallen from your Apple 
tree. Harvest a pot of Honey and 5 Eggs. 

Today is Anna's birthday. Simply get her a bunch of Flowers from the 
Mountain. 

Buy 200 units of Lumber from Gotz for 10000G. It's a bit much, but never 
mind!

Then go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : Buy 200 units Lumber 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 560G 
Money spent       : 10000G 

Day 24 
====== 
Go about your Farm business, harvest three Apples fallen from your Apple 
tree. Harvest a pot of Honey and 5 Eggs, and 3 Mushrooms. 

Pick two sprigs of Green Grass and give one to Mary, one to the Doctor. 
Also give two bunches of Flowers to Elli and one to Sasha. 

Then go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 770G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 25 
====== 
Go about your Farm business, harvest three Apples fallen from your Apple 
tree. Harvest a pot of Honey and 3 Eggs. Chop down 2 stumps, and use 
your Sickle to slice your grown Grass for 9 units of Fodder. 

Give 2 Eggs to Ann. 

Pick two bunches of Flowers and give them to Lillia, then go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : Chop down 2 stumps, slice 9 units Fodder 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 560G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 26 
====== 
Go about your Farm business, harvest three Apples fallen from your Apple 
tree. Harvest a pot of Honey and 5 Eggs, and 2 crops of Eggplants. Chop 
down 2 stumps. 

Now go to Gotz and ask him to enlarge your Henhouse. It will cost 4000G 
and 420 units of Lumber, but you should have enough Gold and Lumber by 
now. 

Pluck 2 Flowers and a sprig of Green Grass from the Mountain. Give the 



Green Grass to Mary and the Flowers to Anna. 

(Extra goodie: after giving the Grass, Mary had a blue-heart 
relationship with me. If you have, well, you are pretty much on the 
right track!) 

Then go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : Chop 2 stumps, Improve Henhouse 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1840G 
Money spent       : 4000G 

Day 27 
====== 
Go about your Farm business, harvest three Apples fallen from your Apple 
tree. Harvest a pot of Honey and 5 Eggs. Your Cow will also now be full- 
grown, so use the Milker and milk it to get a bottle of Milk! Voila, put 
it into the bin! 

Today Gotz will be hard at work at your Henhouse. 

Today is also Rick's Birthday. Quickly buy him a bottle of Wine and give 
it to him.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 660G 
Money spent       : 300G 

Day 28 
====== 
Go about your Farm business, harvest three Apples fallen from your Apple 
tree. Harvest a pot of Honey and Milk, and 4 crops of Sweet Potatoes and 
2 crops of Eggplants. Chop down 2 stumps. 

Go to Yodel Ranch and buy another Cow. 

Then go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : Harvest 4 Sweet Potato crops, 2 crops Eggplants, 
                    new Cow 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 5430G 
Money spent       : 6000G 

Day 29 
====== 
Go about your Farm business, harvest three Apples fallen from your Apple 
tree. Harvest a pot of Honey, Milk and 2 Eggs. 

Give 3 Eggs to Ann. 

Then go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 



Money earned      : 410G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 30 
====== 
Go about your Farm business, harvest three Apples fallen from your Apple 
tree. Harvest a pot of Honey, Milk and 3 Eggs and a crop of Eggplants. 
Since today is the last day of Fall, cut down one crop in every plot of 
land to reach the middle crop, which should have grown (if you had 
enough rain). 

Also, your Henhouse is FINISHED!! Put 2 Eggs into the Incubators. Also, 
go to the Mountains and keep a Mushroom in the Rucksack. 

Then go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : Incubate 2 Eggs 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1200G 
Money spent       : 5000G 

ALLLLL RIIIIGHT! You have gotten through Fall, Year 1! This season, as 
you may have noticed, is the Season of Gold, both in color and 
literally. At the start, you planted several regrowable crops, both of 
which regenerated in about 3 days, providing you with a steady stream of 
income. You should have saved mountains of this income, and have about 
10,000G by now! However, you should also have noticed that harvest time 
also strains your time hanging out with the villagers. Nevertheless, I 
have tried to help you in squeezing some spare time out. You might also 
have noticed that I left out a significant event or two, both by mistake 
and on purpose, like Moon-View Festival, and Karen's Birthday. If you 
did remember these, well, good for you! 

The next season is the last season in the year, and it is Winter. This 
is going to be tougher on your pocket - you will have spend minimally on 
your girls, and not splurge too much on luxuries for them. Flowers, like 
crops, certainly will NOT tolerate sub-zero temperatures, but if you 
saved them up in your Rucksack last season (clever boy), you can give 
them the Flowers. 

So, as I said, no monetary stream via crop harvests, 'cos there will not 
be any crops to speak of. You WILL have your Cows' Milk, as well as your 
Chickens' Eggs, and your bottle of Honey per day, so that will bring in 
some economic assurance. Nevertheless, as I must emphasize, DO NOT 
SPLURGE. 

Also, you gotta have to brush and talk to your Pony 15 - 20 times per 
day, and give your Dog a ride as well as toss the Dog Ball to it 15 - 20 
times per day. It is time-consuming, and I am sorry I have to rush you 
like this, but it is the only way to jack up their heart values. 

Good luck on Winter - you are going to need it! 

---Winter--- 

Day 1
=====



From today, your Farm business is nothing more than taking very, very 
good care of your animals. You have to train your Dog up for the Dog 
Race from today by throwing the ball to it at least 15 - 20 times per 
day, and putting it out in the fields during a sunny day. You must jack 
up your horse's hearts by putting it out on a sunny day and brushing it 
15 - 20 times everyday. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 5 Eggs and a 
bottle of Milk. 

But I got hit by a snowstorm today ;-) Go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 2
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 5 Eggs and a 
bottle of Milk. 

Today, Popuri will come if she is at purple-heart relationship with you. 
She will give you an her Egg: Popuri's Egg! Right now you won't have a 
spare Incubator; so just stash it in the Rucksack. (PLEASE don't give it 
away like I did. It's stupid.) 

Today is the Mayor's son, Kano's, birthday. Either a Mushroom saved in 
your Rucksack in Fall or a bottle of Wine from Aja Winery will do. 

Then go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 410G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 3
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey. Today, the 2 
Eggs will have hatched, giving you two new chicks! 

Go to the Poultry Farm and buy 50 units of Chicken Feed. 

Give Popuri a bottle of Milk. 

Then go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : 2 new Chicks 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 60G 
Money spent       : 500G 

Day 4
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Eggs and a 
bottle of Milk. Place 2 more Eggs into the Incubator. 

Then go to bed. 



Main Objectives   : Incubate 2 Eggs 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 310G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 5
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 5 Eggs and a 
bottle of Milk. Buy 50 units of Fish Food from the Supermarket. 

Then go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : Buy 50 units Fish Food 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 410G 
Money spent       : 1000G 

Day 6
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, a bottle of 
Milk and 5 Eggs. Your Eggs will have hatched today. Put Popuri's Egg 
into an Incubator. 

Today is Gray's Birthday. He loves Ore; so go to the Winter Mine in the 
morning and get him Orichalcum Ore. 

Today, go give all your girls a visit. 

Then go home and go back to bed. 

Main Objectives   : Incubate Popuri's Egg 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 410G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 7
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, a bottle of 
Milk and 5 Eggs. 

Buy 50 units of Lumber from Gotz. 

Then go back to bed. 

Main Objectives   : Buy 50 units Lumber 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 410G 
Money spent       : 2500G 

Day 8
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, a bottle of 
Milk and 5 Eggs. 

Return to bed. 



Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 410G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 9
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 5 Eggs and a 
bottle of Milk. 

In the morning Zack will come to your Farm and tell you about the Dog 
Race tomorrow. Accept - and I hope you have been training up your Dog 
with the Ball! If it does not have more than 5 hearts, prepare to lose! 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 410G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 10 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 5 Eggs and a 
bottle of Milk. Your chicks should also have fully-grown by now. 

Today is also the Dog Race! Go to Rose Square for the Race. Win it, for 
heaven's sake... 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: Dog Race 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 11 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 4 Eggs and a 
bottle of Milk. 

Today is also Doug's Birthday. Go to the Inn and give him an Egg. 

Then go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 770G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 12 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 7 Eggs and 2 
bottles of Milk. Your second Cow should be full grown by now. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 



Money earned      : 510G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 13 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, a bottle of 
Milk and 7 Eggs. Your 2 chicks should have fully grown by now. All 
right, 9 chickens!!! Also, Popuri's Egg will have hatched, after 7 days 
in the Incubator. Name the chick Popuri (and nothing else!). 

Since the Egg hatched...Popuri will come to the Farm. If you did name it 
Popuri will be very delighted! Happy relationships! 

Today is Ellen's Birthday. If you want, buy her an Apple Pie from the 
Inn; otherwise just give her a bottle of Milk. 

Then go to ned. 

Main Objectives   : Popuri's Chick and 2 new Chicks 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 510G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 14 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs and 2 
bottles of Milk. And stay in your Farm. 

Today is Winter Thanksgiving, and the girls with a purple-heart 
relationship will come to your Farm and give you Chocolate, one of the 
rarest recipes in the game! Those with blue-heart and above will give 
you Chocolate Cake. Stash the Chocolate in your Rucksack. 

Then go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: Winter Thanksgiving 
Money earned      : 710G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 15 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 2 bottles of 
Milk and 8 Eggs. 

Today is Duke's Birthday. Give him an Egg or a bottle of Wine if you are 
feeling rich. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 660G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 16 



====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 7 Eggs and 2 
bottles of Milk. Give 2 Eggs to Popuri. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 610G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 17 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest 9 Eggs and 2 bottles of Milk. 
Give the Honey to Louis. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 650G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 18 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs and 2 
bottles of Milk. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 710G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 19 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 2 bottles of 
Milk and 9 Eggs. 

Today is Won's Birthday. Buy him a bottle of Wine. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 710G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 20 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 2 bottles of 
Milk and 9 Eggs. 

Today is Mary's Birthday. Those courting Mary - cheer, because this is 
your chance to jack up her relationship with you! If you have a Mushroom 



(the one you stored in 30th Fall) or Green Grass stashed in your 
Rucksack, give them to her. 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 710G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 21 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 7 Eggs and 2 
bottles of Milk. Give Doug 2 Eggs. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 610G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 22 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs and 2 
bottles of Milk. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 710G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 23 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 2 bottles of 
Milk and 9 Eggs. 

Then go to the house of the girl who likes you most. If they have a 
purple-heart relationship or more they will invite to their house 
tomorrow. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : Get invited by girl 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 710G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 24 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 2 bottles of 
Milk and 9 Eggs. Then proceed to the girl's house for a chat and a meet- 
up with her family. 

Go to bed.



Main Objectives   : Meeting with girl 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 710G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 25 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs and 2 
bottles of Milk. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 710G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 26 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 2 bottles of 
Milk and 9 Eggs. 

Today is May's Birthday - fish up some Garbage and give it to her! She 
will be happy - although you may alternatively give her an Egg. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 710G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 27 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs and 2 
bottles of Milk. Buy 100 units of Lumber from Gotz. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : Buy 100 units Lumber 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 710G 
Money spent       : 5000G 

Day 28 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs and 2 
bottles of Milk. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 710G 
Money spent       : 0G 



Day 29 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest 9 Eggs and 2 bottles of Milk. 

Today is Jeff's Birthday. Pluck a bottle of Honey and give it to him at 
the Supermarket. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 660G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 30 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 2 bottles of 
Milk and 9 Eggs. 

Today is New Year Eve Festival...go to Mother's Hill at 12 am, talk to 
everyone and end with Saibara. You will then see the sunset before going 
home.

Then go to bed. And today is the end of Year 1... 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: New Year Eve Festival 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 

SO! You have survived for one Year! That is amazing (at least if you are 
new), no? You should have a decent amount of money in your pockets and 
livestock in your Barn and Henhouse with relatively good feelings 
towards you. Your Pony, by the end of this year, should also have 7 
hearts (at least), if you have been brushing it as consistently and as 
often as you can. If not, Barley will take it back...and it's a great, 
great loss. 

By this end of this year, your Farm percentage should well exceed 20%. 
If it hasn't, well, you had better catch up very fast. 

Next year will be even better! Keep your spirits up! 

~-~THE SECOND YEAR~-~ 

---Spring--- 

Day 1
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs and 2 
bottles of Milk. 

If Karen is good friends (i.e. purple-heart) with you, she will arrive 
at your Farm to practice dancing. She's good at it! 



At 6 pm, go to either Doug's Place or Rose Square. Doug's Place has a 
party for adults, Rose Square a bonfire and dancing (with your girls, of 
course. Pick the right one!). 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: New Years Festival 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 2
=====
Go about your Farm business, and harvest 9 Eggs, Honey and 2 bottles of 
Milk.

Today Barley will come and try to take his Pony back. But if it has more 
than 7 hearts, it will neigh - displaying close affection t you. Barley 
will then give up and give you the Horse as a present. Hell YEAH! 

Then go to the Supermarket and buy 2 packets of Cucumbers, and a packet 
of Cabbage from Won. Also purchase 7 packets of Flour. Give the Flour to 
the Harvest Sprites. 

Today is also Louis' Birthday. Give him a bottle of Honey. Then return 
home and plant your seeds. 

Then go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 2070G 
Money spent       : 1250G 

Day 3
=====
Go about your Farm business, and harvest 8 Eggs, a bottle of Honey and 2 
bottles of Milk. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 660G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 4
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs and 2 
bottles of Milk. 

Today is the Harvest Sprite Bold's Birthday. Buy him a pack of Flour and 
give it to him. Then go to the Mountain, pop an Egg into the Hot Springs 
and you will get a Spa-boiled Egg; give it to Ann. 

Go to bed.



Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 710G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 5
=====
Go about your Farm business, and harvest 8 Eggs, a bottle of Honey and 2 
bottles of Milk. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 660G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 6
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs and 2 
bottles of Milk. 

Then buy a bottle of C.M. Potion from Barley. Use it on one of your Cows 
- and it will become pregnant! Now you have to wait, what, 21 days...and 
no Milk from that pregnant Cow also. (pregnate it after you milk it...) 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 710G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 7
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs and a 
bottle of Milk. 

Tomorrow is the Spring Goddess Festival. Except that this year, you do 
not have to just sit and watch; go to your chosen girl's house and talk 
to her. If she likes you (i.e. purple- or blue- heart relationship) she 
will agree to go on a date with you tomorrow. I mean, it should be 
easier this time round - all the girls should have at least purple-heart 
relationship with you! 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 710G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 8
=====
Go about your Farm business, and harvest 9 Eggs and a bottle of Milk and 



Honey. 

Today is the Spring Goddess Festival. Finish all your stuff even when 
the girl comes to your house (dolled up in her Spring Goddess clothing) 
and talk to her to go to the Festival. After watching the dance, the 
Festival ends and you return home at 6 pm. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: Spring Goddess Festival 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 9
=====
Go about your Farm business, and harvest 9 Eggs and a bottle of Milk and 
Honey. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1220G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 10 
====== 
Go about your Farm business, and harvest 9 Eggs and a bottle of Milk and 
Honey. 

Buy 2 packets of Turnips and another pack of Cucumbers from the 
Supermarket. Return home and plant them. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 610G 
Money spent       : 440G 

Day 11 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs and 2 
bottles of Milk. 

Today is Saibara's Birthday. Mine for a chunk of Silver Ore and give it 
to him. 

Purchase 7 packets of Flour from the Supermarket. Give the Flour to the 
Harvest Sprites. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 710G 



Money spent       : 350G 

Day 12 
====== 
Go about your Farm business, and harvest 9 Eggs and a bottle of Honey 
and Milk. 

Purchase 7 packets of Flour from the Supermarket. Give the Flour to the 
Harvest Sprites. 

Then go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 610G 
Money spent       : 350G 

Day 13 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs and 2 
bottles of Milk. Your Cucumbers will also have grown. Harvest 2 crops. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 2310G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 14 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 5 Eggs and a 
bottle of Milk. Give 2 Eggs to Ann and 2 to Doug. 

Today is Spring Thanksgiving Day. Well, too bad, no Cookies for the 
girls (they expect some), but just give Flowers (to Karen and Popuri) 
instead. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: Spring Thanksgiving Day 
Money earned      : 410G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 15 
====== 
Go about your Farm business, and harvest 9 Eggs and a bottle of Milk and 
Honey, as well as 2 crops of Turnips. 

Today is the Harvest Sprite Staid's Birthday. Give him the pack of 
Flour. 

Pluck two bunches of Flowers from the Mountain, stash in Rucksack and go 
to bed. 



Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1670G 
Money spent       : 50G 

Day 16 
====== 
Go about your Farm business, and harvest 9 Eggs and a bottle of Honey 
and Milk. 

Pluck two more Flowers, and go to the Clinic. Today is Elli's Birthday - 
give her all four Flowers, she will love 'em! 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 610G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 17 
====== 
Go about your Farm business, and harvest 9 Eggs and a bottle of Honey 
and Milk. 

Also, buy 2 packets of Potato seeds and plant them. Buy 50 more units of 
Lumber from Gotz as well. 

Today is Barley's Birthday. Grab two Bamboo Shoots and give them to him. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 610G 
Money spent       : 2800G 

Day 18 
====== 
Go about your Farm business, and harvest 9 Eggs and a bottle of Milk and 
Honey, and a crop of Cabbage and 2 crops of Cucumber. 

Today is the Annual Horse Race! And this time, you should be able to 
participate, given that your Pony is now a Horse, and you can keep the 
Horse! Bet 20 tickets on yourself and race as fast as you can! If you 
win, you will get a helluva lot of medals which you can redeem for 
prizes. Redeem for two pieces of Jewelry and keep in Rucksack. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: Horse Race 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 1000G 

Day 19 
====== 
Go about your Farm business, and harvest 9 Eggs and a bottle of Honey 



and Milk. 

Today is Lillia's Birthday. Give her a Moon Drop Flower. Also follow up 
with another Flower for Karen. 

Buy 100 units of Lumber from Gotz. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 4820G 
Money spent       : 5000G 

Day 20 
====== 
Go about your Farm business, and harvest 9 Eggs and a bottle of Honey 
and Milk. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 610G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 21 
====== 
Go about your Farm business, and harvest 9 Eggs and a bottle of Honey 
and Milk, as well as another 2 crops of Cucumber. 

Today is the Cooking Festival. Forget about winning or even 
participating for this year - I'm sorry! You just will not be able to 
cut it again. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 22 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs and a 
bottle of Milk. Buy another 50 units of Lumber from Gotz. 

Today is the Cooking Festival. Just attend it and leave when the judging 
ends.

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: Cooking Festival 
Money earned      : 2820G 
Money spent       : 2500G 



Day 23 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 5 Eggs and a 
bottle of Milk, and a crop of Cucumber and 2 crops of Potatoes. 

Go to the Mountain and pluck 2 sprigs of Grass. Give one each to Doctor 
and Mary. Grab two bunches of Flowers and give to Popuri. Then make 4 
Spa-boiled Eggs at the Hot Springs and give them to Ann. (And then there 
was a blue-heart relationship...at least for me :-) ) 

Then go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 2490G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 24 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs and a 
bottle of Milk. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 610G 
Money spent       : 50G 

Day 25 
====== 
Go about your Farm business, and harvest 9 Eggs and a bottle of Honey 
and Milk. 

Purchase 7 packets of Flour from the Supermarket. Give the Flour to the 
Harvest Sprites. 

Then go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 610G 
Money spent       : 350G 

Day 26 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs and a 
bottle of Milk, and 2 crops of Cucumber. 

Today is the Harvest Sprite Aqua's Birthday. Buy him a packet of Flour 
and give. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 



Money earned      : 2310G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 27 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs and 2 
bottles of Milk. Today, your pregnant Cow will finally give birth to a 
baby Cow. Wait another 2 weeks and it will become a calf, but not full 
grown. 

Pluck two Flowers and give one each to Manna and Anna. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 710G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 28 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs and 2 
bottles of Milk, and a crop of Cucumber. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1510G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 29 
====== 
Go about your Farm business, and harvest 9 Eggs and a bottle of Honey 
and 2 bottles of Milk. 

Today is Greg's Birthday. Before noon, buy a bottle of Wine (or grab a 
Large Fish from your Pond) and give it to him at the Docks. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 660G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 30 
====== 
Go about your Farm business, and harvest 8 Eggs, a bottle of Honey and 2 
bottles of Milk. 

Today is Sasha's Birthday. Give her an Egg. Buy 100 units of Lumber from 
Gotz.

Go to bed.



Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 660G 
Money spent       : 5000G 

Congratulations! You have survived yet another season, Spring Year 2! 
This year goes pretty easy, actually; much less time is spent growing 
your Crops. From here we shall focus slightly more on your Farm 
percentage and your House, so I hope you are keeping up! 

---Summer--- 

Day 1
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs and 2 
bottles of Milk. Cut down all your withered plants. 

Today is also the Swimming Festival! Now that you know what to do, go to 
Mineral Beach for the Festival, and swim as fast as you can! 

After the Festival, go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : Cut down withered plants 
Significant events: Swimming Festival 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 2
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs and 2 
bottles of Milk. 

Buy 2 packets of Tomatoes and 1 of Corn from the Supermarket. Then also 
purchase a packet of Pineapple seeds from Won. Plant all seeds. 

Pluck two bunches of Flowers, give to Sasha and Anna. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : Buy 2 packets Tomatoes, 1 packet Corn, 1 packet 
                    Pineapple 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1420G 
Money spent       : 1700G 

Day 3
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 7 Eggs and a 
bottle of Milk. 

Today is Popuri's Birthday. This is an excellent opportunity to improve 
your relationship with her! Give her a Pink Cat Flower from the 
Mountains, a bottle of Milk and 2 Eggs! (after that - I had a blue-heart 
relationship with her. Just an extra goodie. :-) ) 



Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 510G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 4
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 7 Eggs and 2 
bottles of Milk. 

Today is Harris' Birthday. Drop 2 Eggs into the Hot Springs to get 2 
Spa-boiled Eggs and give them to him while he's having his siesta 
(afternoon nap) at the Inn from 1 - 3 pm. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 610G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 5
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs and 2 
bottles of Milk. 

Pluck 2 bunches of Flowers and give to Elli. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 710G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 6
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs and 2 
bottles of Milk. 

Purchase 7 packets of Flour from the Supermarket. Give the Flour to the 
Harvest Sprites. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 710G 
Money spent       : 350G 

Day 7
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs and 2 
bottles of Milk. 



Also, I hope you have been feeding your Chickens right till this very 
day...cos' you're gonna bring your very best to the Chicken Festival!!!! 
Take the Chicken with the most hearts (one of them should have, by 
right, 10 hearts by now) and carry the Chicken to Rose Square for the 
Festival. You should win - and that particular Chicken will be able to 
lay Golden Eggs NOW!! A Golden Egg is owrth 150G, w00t! 

After the Festival, go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: Chicken Festival 
Money earned      : 710G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 8
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs and 2 
bottles of Milk. 

Grab two gifts that your girl likes and give them to her (Elli: Flowers; 
Mary: Green Grass; Ann: 2 Spa-boiled Eggs; Popuri: 2 bottles of Milk; 
Karen: Flowers and Wine). 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 810G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 9
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs and 2 
bottles of Milk. 

Buy a bottle of Wine, pluck 2 bunches of Flowers from the Mountain and 
give to Karen. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 810G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 10 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs and 2 
bottles of Milk. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 810G 
Money spent       : 0G 



Day 11 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs and 2 
bottles of Milk. Your baby calf should also be now a calf. Wait 2 more 
weeks... 

Today is Basil's Birthday. While he is home, pluck a sprig of Red Grass 
from the Mountains and give it to him. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 810G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 12 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs and 2 
bottles of Milk, and two crops of Tomatoes. 

Today is the Tomato Festival! If you want to improve relationships, join 
the team with the people you want to improve relationships with. Or if 
you want to get it over and done with, join Popuri's/Ann's team... 

After the food fight, leave Rose Square and go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : Harvest 2 crops Tomatoes 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1770G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 13 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 7 Eggs and 2 
bottles of Milk. 

Buy a C.M Potion from Barley and pregnate one of your Cows. 

Pluck 2 bunches of Flowers and give them to Elli. Follow up with 2 Eggs 
for Ann. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 810G 
Money spent       : 3000G 

Day 14 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs, a 
ball of Wool and a bottle of Milk. 

Buy a Sheep from Yodel Ranch, as well as 100 more units of Fodder. Buy a 



Clipper from Saibara as well. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 810G 
Money spent       : 6000G 

Day 15 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs and a 
bottle of Milk, and two crops of Tomatoes. 

Grab two gifts that your girl likes and give them to her (Elli: Flowers; 
Mary: Green Grass; Ann: 2 Spa-boiled Eggs; Popuri: 2 bottles of Milk; 
Karen: Flowers and Wine). 

Purchase 7 packets of Flour from the Supermarket. Give the Flour to the 
Harvest Sprites. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : Harvest 2 crops Tomatoes 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1670G 
Money spent       : 350G 

Day 16 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs and a 
bottle of Milk. 

Today is also the Harvest Sprite Timid's Birthday. Buy him a pack of 
Flour. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 810G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 17 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 8 Eggs and a 
bottle of Milk, as well as a crop of Corn. 

Also, check your Mailbox and you will find an Invitation Letter to Ann's 
Birthday Party (if you have a purple-heart relationship and beyond). 
Make a Spa-boiled Egg and bring both the Letter and Egg to Doug's Place 
as soon as you can. Ann is having a birthday party! Give both items to 
her! 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : Harvest 1 crop Corn 



Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1460G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 18 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs and a 
bottle of Milk, and two crops of Tomatoes. 

Pluck two bunches of Flowers and give them to Popuri. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : Harvest 2 crops Tomatoes 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1670G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 19 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs and a 
bottle of Milk. 

Today, Barley will come to your Farm and ask you whether you are 
participating in the Cow Festival. Agree, pick your best Cow and Barley 
will take it and leave. I hope you have been raising your Cows 
well...good luck if it has not got more than 7 hearts. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 710G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 20 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs and a 
bottle of Milk, as well as a crop of Corn. 

Today is the Cow Festival. If you win...your Cow can now generate Golden 
Milk worth 300G!! 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : Harvest 1 crop Corn 
Significant events: Cow Festival 
Money earned      : 1510G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 21 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs, a 
ball of Wool, and a bottle of Milk, and two crops of Tomatoes. 

Go to bed.



Main Objectives   : Harvest 2 crops Tomatoes 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1970G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 22 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs and a 
bottle of Milk. 

Pick 2 bunches of Flowers and give to Lillia. 

Purchase 7 packets of Flour from the Supermarket. Give the Flour to the 
Harvest Sprites. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 910G 
Money spent       : 350G 

Day 23 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs and a 
bottle of Milk, as well as a crop of Corn and Pineapples. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : Harvest 1 crop Corn 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 5710G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 24 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs and a 
bottle of Milk, and two crops of Tomatoes. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : Harvest 2 crops Tomatoes 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1870G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 25 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs and 2 
bottles of Milk. Today, your calf is a full blown Cow!! 

Buy 100 units of Lumber from Gotz. 

Go to bed.



Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 910G 
Money spent       : 5000G 

Day 26 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs and 2 
bottles of Milk, as well as a crop of Corn. Toss 2 units of Corn into 
the Mill. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : Harvest 1 crop Corn, Mill 20 Chicken Feed 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1810G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 27 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs and 2 
bottles of Milk, and two crops of Tomatoes. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : Harvest 2 crops Tomatoes 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1970G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 28 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, a ball of 
Wool, 9 Eggs and 2 bottles of Milk, and a crop of Pineapples. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 5110G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 29 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs and 2 
bottles of Milk, as well as a crop of Corn. Toss 3 more units of Corn 
into the Mill. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : Harvest 1 crop Corn, Mill 30 Chicken Feed 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1810G 
Money spent       : 0G 



Day 30 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs and 2 
bottles of Milk, and two crops of Tomatoes. 

Buy 50 more units of Lumber from Gotz. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : Harvest 2 crops Tomatoes 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1970G 
Money spent       : 2500G 

This season is a pretty good season, if you ask me! Winning Festivals 
has helped boost your general salary to almost 1000G a day!! You should 
have somewhere between 10,000G and 20,000G, more if I'm wrong! What a 
nice season. Let's go on to the next with gusto. 

---Fall---

Day 1
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 9 
Eggs and 2 bottles of Milk. 

Commission Gotz to upgrade your House for 4700G and 370 units of Lumber. 

Then pop down to the Supermarket and purchase a packet of Sweet Potato 
seeds, and 2 packets of Carrots. Also purchase 2 packets of Green Pepper 
from Won. Return home and plant your seeds. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : Commission Gotz to upgrade House 1st Extension 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 960G 
Money spent       : 8540G 

Day 2
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 9 
Eggs and 2 bottles of Milk. Pastor Carter will also come by your House 
to tell you about the Music Festival tomorrow. Accept. 

Today is Gotz's Birthday. Give him a Mushroom. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 960G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 3
=====



Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 9 
Eggs and 2 bottles of Milk. 

If you still have spare time before 6 pm - wait outside the Church until 
it hits 6 pm. Then enter and talk to Pastor Carter for the Festival to 
begin. 

After the Festival, exit the Church and go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: Music Festival 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 4
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs and 3 
bottles of Milk. Your new House is finished - complete with a Kitchen, 
Cabinet and Icebox. Save 3 Apples in your Icebox. 

Today, your Cow should have given birth to a baby calf. Remember to take 
care of it. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : New baby calf! 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 2110G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 5
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, a 
ball of Wool, 9 Eggs and 2 bottles of Milk. 

Grab two gifts that your girl likes and give them to her (Elli: Flowers; 
Mary: Green Grass; Ann: 2 Spa-boiled Eggs; Popuri: 2 bottles of Milk; 
Karen: Flowers and Wine). Your girl should like you much more. (I did 
that and my girl (Elli) was on a higher level of relationship: yellow 
heart! Yours should be, too.) 

Today is Stu's Birthday. Give him a bottle of Milk. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1260G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 6
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 9 
Eggs and 3 bottles of Milk. 

Go to bed.



Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1060G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 7
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 9 
Eggs and 3 bottles of Milk, as well as a Sweet Potato crop. 

Today, the Mayor will come and tell you about the Harvest Festival 
tomorrow. Tossed in all your Sweet Potatoes already eh...well don't 
fret, on the Harvest Festival there will be an even better backup!! 

Grab two gifts that your girl likes and give them to her (Elli: Flowers; 
Mary: Green Grass; Ann: 2 Spa-boiled Eggs; Popuri: 2 bottles of Milk; 
Karen: Flowers and Wine). 

Finally, buy a C.M Potion from Barley and pregnate one of your Cows. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : Harvest 1 crop Sweet Potato, buy and use 1 C.M 
                    Potion 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 2050G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 8
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 9 
Eggs and 2 bottles of Milk. 

Buy a pack of Flour from the Supermarket and keep in Rucksack. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : Buy 1 pack Flour 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1060G 
Money spent       : 50G 

Day 9
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 9 
Eggs and 2 bottles of Milk, 2 crops of Carrots, and 2 crops of Green 
Pepper...WAIT! Save one Green Pepper in your Rucksack for the Harvest 
Festival today. 

Then at 6 pm, go to Rose Square and talk to the Mayor. Climb the ladder 
and dump the Green Pepper inside the Hot Pot. The soup should be pretty 
good... 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : Harvest 2 crops Carrots, 2 crops Green Peppers 
Significant events: Harvest Festival 



Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 10 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 9 
Eggs and 2 bottles of Milk, as well as a Sweet Potato crop. 

Today is the Harvest Sprite Hoggy's Birthday. Give him the pack of 
Flour. 

Grab two gifts that your girl likes and give them to her (Elli: Flowers; 
Mary: Green Grass; Ann: 2 Spa-boiled Eggs; Popuri: 2 bottles of Milk; 
Karen: Flowers and Wine). 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : Harvest 1 crop Sweet Potato 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 6320G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 11 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 9 
Eggs and 2 bottles of Milk, and 2 crops of Green Peppers. 

Today is Manna's Birthday. Pluck a bunch of Flowers and give them to 
her. Watch her reaction once more - ROTFLMAO! 

Purchase 7 packets of Flour from the Supermarket. Give the Flour to the 
Harvest Sprites. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : Harvest 2 crops Green Peppers 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1600G 
Money spent       : 350G 

Day 12 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, a ball of 
Wool, 3 Apples, 9 Eggs and 3 bottles of Milk. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1160G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 13 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 9 
Eggs, and 2 bottles of Milk, and a crop of Sweet Potatoes and 2 crops of 



Green Peppers. 

Today is Moon-Viewing Festival. Go to the top of Mother's Hill at 6 pm 
(you shouldn't forget this time!) and you will meet the girl who likes 
you most (sorry, no more than one). She will give you a couple of 
dumplings to eat. 

After the festival, descend Mother's Hill and go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : Harvest 1 crop Sweet Potato, 2 crops Green Pepper 
Significant events: Moon-Viewing Festival 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 14 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 9 
Eggs and 2 bottles of Milk. 

Today is the Harvest Sprite Chef's Birthday. Buy a bag of Flour from the 
Supermarket and give. 

Grab two gifts that your girl likes and give them to her (Elli: Flowers; 
Mary: Green Grass; Ann: 2 Spa-boiled Eggs; Popuri: 2 bottles of Milk; 
Karen: Flowers and Wine). 

Also buy 100 units of Lumber from Gotz. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : Buy 1 pack Flour, 100 units Lumber 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 3520G 
Money spent       : 5050G 

Day 15 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 9 
Eggs and 2 bottles of Milk, as well as 2 crops of Green Peppers. 

Today is Karen's Birthday. Buy her a bottle of Wine from Aja Winery and 
give. If you have been giving her Flowers and Wine frequently and 
regularly, this birthday bash bottle should knock up your relationships 
to a yellow heart (if you are after her that is). 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : Harvest 2 crops Green Pepper 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1600G 
Money spent       : 300G 

Day 16 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 9 
Eggs and 2 bottles of Milk. 



Watch TV Shopping Network through and through. After that, go to Doug's 
Place and order the Rolling Pin, Mixer and Whisk using the phone. 

Grab two gifts that your girl likes and give them to her (Elli: Flowers; 
Mary: Green Grass; Ann: 2 Spa-boiled Eggs; Popuri: 2 bottles of Milk; 
Karen: Flowers and Wine). 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : Order Rolling Pin, Mixer, Whisk 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 960G 
Money spent       : 6000G 

Day 17 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 9 
Eggs and 2 bottles of Milk, 2 crops of Green Peppers, as well as a crop 
of Sweet Potato. 

Today is Doctor's Birthday. Pluck two sprigs of Green Grass and give 
them to him. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : Harvest 1 crop Sweet Potato 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 2660G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 18 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 9 
Eggs and 2 bottles of Milk. 

Your baby calf will be as of today a calf. Wait two more weeks...also 
order a Frying Pan and Cooking Pot from Doug's Place. 

Purchase 7 packets of Flour from the Supermarket. Give the Flour to the 
Harvest Sprites. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : Order Frying Pan, Cooking Pot 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1060G 
Money spent       : 5850G 

Day 19 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 9 
Eggs, 2 bottles of Milk and 2 crops of Green Peppers. Don't shave your 
Sheep - you want to participate in the Sheep Festival, don't you? 

Today Zack will come and give you your Utensils (Rolling Pin, Mixer, 
Whisk). 



Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : Harvest 2 crops Green Peppers 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1700G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 20 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 9 
Eggs, a ball of Wool and 2 bottles of Milk. Also, Barley will pop by 
asking whether you are participating in the Sheep Festival. You have an 
unsheared Sheep, no? Accept! If you have been taking good care of your 
sheep (like me :-) ) it will have more than 7 or 8 hearts. 

Today, store 2 bunches of Flowers and 2 Mushrooms in your Icebox. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 2120G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 21 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 9 
Eggs and 2 bottles of Milk, and 2 crops of Green Peppers. 

Today is the Sheep Festival. Go to Yodel Ranch for the Festival. If you 
are lucky - that particular sheep will win and its wool will sell for a 
whopping 600G!! 

After the festival, exit Yodel Ranch and go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: Sheep Festival 
Money earned      : 1600G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 22 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 2 
balls of Wool and 7 Eggs. 

Buy another 100 units of Lumber from Gotz and 2 bottles of Oil and a 
pack of Rice Balls from the Supermarket. 

Zack will come by in the morning to give you the Frying Pan and Cooking 
Pot. 

Today, store 2 bunches of Flowers and 2 Mushrooms in your Icebox. 

Today, you will cook your first dishes as well! Cook an Omelette and 
Rice Omelette and give either one to Popuri and Ann. You need 2 bottles 
of Oil, 2 bottles of Milk, 2 Eggs and a pack of Rice Balls in total. 



Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : Buy 100 units Lumber, cook Omelette and Rice 
                    Omelette 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1060G 
Money spent       : 5200G 

Day 23 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 9 
Eggs and 2 bottles of Milk, and 2 crops of Green Peppers. 

Today is Anna's Birthday. Pluck her two bunches of Flowers from the 
Mountain. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : Harvest 2 crops Green Peppers 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 2660G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 24 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 9 
Eggs and 2 bottles of Milk, and two crops of Green Peppers. 

Grab two gifts that your girl likes and give them to her (Elli: Flowers; 
Mary: Green Grass; Ann: 2 Spa-boiled Eggs; Popuri: 2 bottles of Milk; 
Karen: Flowers and Wine). 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : Harvest 2 crops Green Peppers 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1700G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 25 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 9 
Eggs and 2 bottles of Milk. 

Grab two gifts that your girl likes and give them to her (Elli: Flowers; 
Mary: Green Grass; Ann: 2 Spa-boiled Eggs; Popuri: 2 bottles of Milk; 
Karen: Flowers and Wine). 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1060G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 26 



====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 9 
Eggs, 2 balls of Wool and 2 bottles of Milk, and 2 crops of Green 
Peppers. Save 3 Mushrooms in the Icebox in your House. 

Purchase another Sheep from Barley. 

Today, store 2 bunches of Flowers in your Rucksack. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 2120G 
Money spent       : 4000G 

Day 27 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 9 
Eggs and 2 bottles of Milk. Save 3 Mushrooms in the Icebox. 

Today, store 2 bunches of Flowers in your Icebox. 

Today is Rick's Birthday. Buy a bottle of Wine from the Supermarket and 
give to him. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1260G 
Money spent       : 300G 

Day 28 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 9 
Eggs and 3 bottles of Milk. 

Your pregnant Cow will also give birth to a baby calf. When it grows up 
- 5 bottles of Milk! 

Today, store 2 bunches of Flowers in your Icebox. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 960G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 29 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 9 
Eggs and 4 bottles of Milk. Save 3 Mushrooms in the Icebox. 

Purchase 7 packets of Flour from the Supermarket. Give the Flour to the 



Harvest Sprites. 

Today, store 2 bunches of Flowers in your Icebox. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 2420G 
Money spent       : 350G 

Day 30 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 9 
Eggs and 3 bottles of Milk. Save 3 Mushrooms in the Icebox. 

Buy another 100 units of Lumber from Gotz. 

Grab two gifts that your girl likes and give them to her (Elli: Flowers; 
Mary: Green Grass; Ann: 2 Spa-boiled Eggs; Popuri: 2 bottles of Milk; 
Karen: Flowers and Wine). 

Buy a packet of Rice Balls and store in Icebox. 

Also, go to the Mountain and pluck 2 Wild Grapes and keep in the Icebox. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1160G 
Money spent       : 5100G 

Well, wasn't so bad was it...you can tell we spent lots on Lumber 
because we're going to upgrade the Barn next! We will also be doing some 
Cooking next season, and a nice bit of money will go into getting the 
utensils. But when you do, you realise it's worth it! 

---Winter--- 

Day 1
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 9 
Eggs and 3 bottles of Milk. 

Give 2 Mushrooms to Mary. 

Go and mine for 2 units each of Adamantite and Orichalcum Ore. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1160G 
Money spent       : 0G 



Day 2
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 8 Eggs and 4 
bottles of Milk. Place one Egg in the Incubator. 

One of your calves is also a fully grown Cow now. Take care of it... 

Then use a Wild Grape and a unit of Sugar to make some Grape Jam. Give 
to Elli. If you want to treat Ann, grab an excellent Egg and use it, 
along with a unit of Salt, to make an Omelette and give to Ann. Popuri, 
do the same thing. Karen...she's a fussy nit. Buy her a bottle of Wine. 
For Mary, take a Mushroom and your pack of Rice Balls and make her 
Mushroom Rice. Add Soy Sauce. 

Purchase 7 packets of Flour from the Supermarket. Give the Flour to the 
Harvest Sprites. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 960G 
Money spent       : 350G 

Day 3
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 2 balls of 
Wool, 9 Eggs and 4 bottles of Milk. 

Today, order the Kitchen Knife and Oven. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1360G 
Money spent       : 8000G 

Day 4
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs and 4 
bottles of Milk. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1210G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 5
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs and 4 
bottles of Milk. 

Today, your tenth Chick will have hatched. 



Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1210G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 6
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs and 4 
bottles of Milk. 

Also, Zack will deliver your Kitchen Knife and Oven. 

Today is Gray's Birthday. Give him a unit of Orichalcum Ore. That's how 
you thank friends, see :-) 

Today, give your girl a quick gift. Elli, it'll be a bottle of Honey. 
Popuri/Ann, 2 Eggs. Karen, a bottle of Wine. Mary, a Mushroom. 

Buy another 100 units of Lumber from Gotz. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1210G 
Money spent       : 5000G 

Day 7
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs and 4 
bottles of Milk. 

Grab two gifts that your girl likes and give them to her (Elli: Flowers; 
Mary: Green Grass; Ann: 2 Spa-boiled Eggs; Popuri: 2 bottles of Milk; 
Karen: Flowers and Wine). 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1210G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 8
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs and 4 
bottles of Milk. 

Grab two gifts that your girl likes and give them to her (Elli: Flowers; 
Mary: Green Grass; Ann: 2 Spa-boiled Eggs; Popuri: 2 bottles of Milk; 
Karen: Flowers and Wine). 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 



Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1210G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 9
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs and 4 
bottles of Milk. 

Today, buy a loaf of bread from the Supermarket and take a Wild Grape. 
Make Raisin Bread and give to Duke. 

Today, give your girl a quick gift. Elli, it'll be a bottle of Honey. 
Popuri/Ann, 2 Eggs. Karen, a bottle of Wine. Mary, a Mushroom. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1210G 
Money spent       : 100G 

Day 10 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 2 balls of 
Wool, 9 Eggs and 4 bottles of Milk. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1610G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 11 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs and 4 
bottles of Milk. 

Today is Doug's Birthday. Whip him up a Curry - you need to buy a packet 
of Curry Powder and Rice Balls at the Supermarket first though. Give it 
to him. 

Buy 100 units of Lumber from Gotz. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1210G 
Money spent       : 5150G 

Day 12 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 4 



bottles of Milk. 

Your baby calf will now be a calf! 2 more weeks and it's your fifth Cow! 
And your chick will now be the tenth and final Chicken! 

Today, give your girl a quick gift. Elli, it'll be a bottle of Honey. 
Popuri/Ann, 2 Eggs. Karen, a bottle of Wine. Mary, a Mushroom. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1260G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 13 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, a ball of 
Wool, 10 Eggs and 4 bottles of Milk. 

Today, order the very last Utensil: the Seasoning Set. This will provide 
you a limited amount of Seasonings...until you watch the next TV 
Shopping Network. 

Today is Ellen's Birthday. Give her a ball of Wool. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1560G 
Money spent       : 5000G 

Day 14 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 8 Eggs and 4 
bottles of Milk. Stay in your Farm. 

AAaaaaannnndd...it's Winter Thanksgiving all over again! This time, you 
can return with a vengeance! The girls should be at least blue-heart 
friends with you now, they'll give you Chocolate Cake then (what, no 
Chocolate? well...if you haven't been paying much attention to a girl 
lately and she's at purple...) 

Give two Eggs to Popuri and two bunches of Flowers for Lillia and Sasha 
(one each). 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1160G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 15 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 4 



bottles of Milk. 

Today is Duke's Birthday. Make him a Spa-boiled Egg and give as a 
present. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1260G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 16 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 4 
bottles of Milk. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1260G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 17 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 4 
bottles of Milk. 

Grab two gifts that your girl likes and give them to her (Elli: Flowers; 
Mary: Green Grass; Ann: 2 Spa-boiled Eggs; Popuri: 2 bottles of Milk; 
Karen: Flowers and Wine). 

Buy 100 units of Lumber from Gotz. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1260G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 18 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 4 
bottles of Milk. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1260G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 19 
====== 



Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 4 
bottles of Milk. 

Today is Won's Birthday. Buy a bottle of Wine and give it to him. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1260G 
Money spent       : 300G 

Day 20 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 2 balls of 
Wool, 10 Eggs and 4 bottles of Milk. 

Today is Mary's Birthday. Give her 2 Mushrooms. 

Take 2 Apples, with a unit of Sugar, and make some Apple Jam. Give to 
Elli and Ellen. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1660G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 21 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 4 
bottles of Milk. 

Today, Zack will deliver the Seasonings Set. Coincidentally, today is 
Saturday - watch the new TV Shopping Network program. They now offer 
SEASONINGS!!! Go to Doug's Place now and BUY! 

Today, give your girl a quick gift. Elli, it'll be a bottle of Honey. 
Popuri/Ann, 2 Eggs. Karen, a bottle of Wine. Mary, a Mushroom. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1560G 
Money spent       : 0G (cost of Seasonings...) 

Day 22 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 4 
bottles of Milk. 

Grab two gifts that your girl likes and give them to her (Elli: Flowers; 
Mary: Green Grass; Ann: 2 Spa-boiled Eggs; Popuri: 2 bottles of Milk; 
Karen: Flowers and Wine). 



Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1260G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 23 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 4 
bottles of Milk. 

Again...go to your favourite girl's house and talk to her. She will 
invite you to her house for a chat tomorrow. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1260G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 24 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 4 
bottles of Milk. 

Today, Zack will pass you your Seasonings. Very nice - you now have an 
unlimited amount of Seasonings! Celebrate this occasion by whipping up 
Grilled Fish with one of the Medium/Large Fish from your pond and cook 
with Soy Sauce. Give it to Ann (or Doug, if you think you are spoiling 
her too much). 

Also, go to your girl's house. She and you will have a talk, along with 
her parents (I think). 

Fish for another two Small Fish from the stream. Dump into the Pond. 
Feed everyday, so they grow! 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1560G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 25 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 5 
bottles of Milk. 

Today is May's Birthday. As always, fish up some Garbage and give. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 



Money earned      : 1310G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 26 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a bottle of Honey, 10 Eggs 
and 4 bottles of Milk. 

Your calf is now a full blown Cow. 5 bottles of Milk!!! So use a bottle 
of Milk to whip up a bottle of Hot Milk for Stu. Give to him. 

Buy 100 units of Lumber from Gotz. 

Purchase 7 packets of Flour from the Supermarket. Give the Flour to the 
Harvest Sprites. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1260G 
Money spent       : 5350G 

Day 27 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 2 balls of 
Wool, 10 Eggs and 5 bottles of Milk. 

Buy a pack of Rice Balls and Curry Powder from the Supermarket. Go home 
and whip up a Curry. Then give it to Saibara. 

Buy another Sheep from Barley. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1860G 
Money spent       : 4150G 

Day 28 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 5 
bottles of Milk. 

Purchase 7 packets of Flour from the Supermarket. Give the Flour to the 
Harvest Sprites. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1310G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 29 



====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest 10 Eggs and 4 bottles of 
Milk.

Today is also Jeff's Birthday! Whip up a bottle of Hot Milk for him. Use 
a bottle of Milk. Then give. 

Grab two gifts that your girl likes and give them to her (Elli: Flowers; 
Mary: Green Grass; Ann: 2 Spa-boiled Eggs; Popuri: 2 bottles of Milk; 
Karen: Flowers and Wine). 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1210G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 30 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 5 
bottles of Milk. 

Today is the last day of Year 2, and the New Year Eve Festival! Make 
sure you finish ALL your Farm business...go up to Mother's Hill at 12 am 
where everybody is there. Talk to everyone, end with Saibara, and you 
will watch the moon go down and then go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: New Year Eve Festival 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Thought you'd never see the time when you got through another year? Well 
you did, even if you are a newbie! You now have 5 fully grown Cows, plus 
three Sheep, and a Henhouse full of 10 Chickens!! This year was more or 
less slightly better than last year, and it can only get better next 
year... 

Your Barn is getting full - as I have promised, you will upgrade it very 
soon. As for your wife, all in good time - don't worry. First worry 
about getting the second House Extension. Your targeted girl should be, 
by now, at least yellow heart. If it's at orange heart, better, you can 
worry less; red heart, you're obviously quite insane, but well done - 
just keep it at that level. 

Your pocket should have a hefty enough amount of cash - probably about 
between 10,000 G and 20,000G I'd say. You will need it of course. Your 
Farm should have a percentage of more than 40% by now - or even at 50% 
if I am wrong. Worry not! Take care of your livestock! Good luck for 
next year - it's my last year guiding you! 

~-~THE THIRD YEAR~-~ 

---Spring--- 



Day 1
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 5 
bottles of Milk. 

At 6 pm, go to either Doug's Place or Rose Square. Doug's Place has a 
party for adults, Rose Square a bonfire and dancing (with your girls, of 
course. Pick the right one!). 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: New Year's Festival 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 2
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 5 
bottles of Milk. 

Today, commission Gotz to upgrade your Barn, for 6800G and 500 units of 
Lumber. 

Today, you should be on pretty good terms with the Harvest Sprites 
(like, 8 hearts and above, which is what I'm at). Purchase 7 packets of 
Flour from the Supermarket. Give the Flour to the Harvest Sprites 
between 3 pm to 4 pm. Make sure it's not a rainy day! They will then 
invite you to a party. After the party, they will send you off with a 
packet of Relaxation Tea Leaves. 

Buy 2 packs of Turnips from the Supermarket and 2 of Cucumber as well. 
Return home and plant your seeds. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : Buy 2 packets Turnips, 2 packets Cucumber, 7 packs 
                    Flour, Get Relaxation Tea Leaves 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 3930G 
Money spent       : 7440G 

Day 3
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 5 
bottles of Milk. 

Grab two gifts that your girl likes and give them to her (Elli: Flowers; 
Mary: Green Grass; Ann: 2 Spa-boiled Eggs; Popuri: 2 bottles of Milk; 
Karen: Flowers and Wine). 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1310G 
Money spent       : 0G 



Day 4
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 4 balls of 
Wool, 10 Eggs and 5 bottles of Milk. 

Grab two gifts that your girl likes and give them to her (Elli: Flowers; 
Mary: Green Grass; Ann: 2 Spa-boiled Eggs; Popuri: 2 bottles of Milk; 
Karen: Flowers and Wine). 

Buy a Sheep from Barley. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : Buy a Sheep 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 2010G 
Money spent       : 4000G 

Day 5
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 5 
bottles of Milk. 

Today, Gotz will have finished your Barn! You are just one step away 
from a marriage (besides heart relationship...). Speaking of which, your 
heart relationship with your targeted girl should be orange by now. It 
must be - it was for me anyway. If it isn't, try harder, go the extra 
mile and give even more presents. 

Also, buy another 100 units of Lumber from Gotz. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : Buy 100 units Lumber 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1310G 
Money spent       : 5000G 

Day 6
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 5 
bottles of Milk. 

Grab two gifts that your girl likes and give them to her (Elli: Flowers; 
Mary: Green Grass; Ann: 2 Spa-boiled Eggs; Popuri: 2 bottles of Milk; 
Karen: Flowers and Wine). 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1310G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 7
=====



Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 5 
bottles of Milk, as well as two crops of Turnips. 

Buy a packet of Potato seeds from the Supermarket. Plant them. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : Buy 1 packet Potato seeds 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 2270G 
Money spent       : 80G 

Day 8
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 5 
bottles of Milk. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1310G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 9
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 6 
bottles of Milk. 

Buy a Cow from Barley. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : Buy a Cow 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1410G 
Money spent       : 6000G 

Day 10 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 6 
bottles of Milk. 

Buy another 50 units of Lumber from Gotz. We're aiming for 750 units of 
Lumber and above... 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : Buy 50 units Lumber 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1410G 
Money spent       : 2500G 

Day 11 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 4 balls of 



Wool, 10 Eggs and 6 bottles of Milk. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 2210G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 12 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 6 
bottles of Milk, as well as 2 crops of Cucumber. Stash 3 Cucumbers in 
your Rucksack. 

Buy 150 units of Lumber from Gotz. 

Grab two gifts that your girl likes and give them to her (Elli: Flowers; 
Mary: Green Grass; Ann: 2 Spa-boiled Eggs; Popuri: 2 bottles of Milk; 
Karen: Flowers and Wine). 

Then zip to the lake at Mother's Hill. Take your 3 Cucumbers and dump 
them in...POP! A Kappa appears. He will give you a Power Berry! Now you 
have even more stamina. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : Harvest 2 crops Cucumber 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 2810G 
Money spent       : 7500G 

Day 13 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest 10 Eggs and 1 bottle of Milk. 

Grab your 5 bottles of Milk and make 5 lots of Butter, using the Mixer. 
Also store a bottle of Honey in your Icebox. You need to make lotsa 
Cookies tomorrow. 

Buy 2 packets of Cabbage from Won. Plant them. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : Store 5 bottles Milk, 1 bottle Honey, Make 5 units 
                    Butter 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 650G 
Money spent       : 1000G 

Day 14 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest 5 Eggs and 6 bottles of Milk. 

Today is Spring Thanksgiving, and In My Opinion it is the most 
troublesome festival - especially when in the position to make Cookies, 
darn it...anyway, buy 12 packs of Flour and take 5 Eggs from your 



Chickens. Then using the Flour, Eggs and Butter, as well as 5 units of 
Sugar and 2 bottles of Honey, and make 5 lots of Cookies (2 of them have 
Honey). Then stash them all in your Rucksack, and go around like Jack 
the Postman distributing Cookies to the girls. Karen will not like sweet 
stuff very much, so give her a non-Honey added lot of Cookies. But it is 
more or less worth the effort; the girls will like you very much for 
this gesture of care and concern... 

Stash the remaining 7 packs of Flour in your Rucksack. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : Make 5 units Cookies 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1160G 
Money spent       : 950G 

Day 15 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 6 
bottles of Milk. Harvest a crop of Potatoes. Keep 3 Potatoes though, in 
your Icebox. 

Today is Staid's Birthday. Distribute the Flour to all the Harvest 
Sprites. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : Harvest 1 crop Potatoes, Store 3 Potatoes 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1710G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 16 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 6 
bottles of Milk. 

Today is Elli's Birthday. Grab two bunches of Flowers and give to her. 
If you are lucky, her heart relationship should raise by one more level, 
to the orange level if it hasn't done so by far... 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1410G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 17 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 6 
bottles of Milk. 

Today, buy a pack of Rice Balls from the Supermarket. Then grab a Bamboo 
Shoot from the Mountains and head for home. Cook Barley a set of Bamboo 
Rice, adding a unit of Salt. Give it to him - it is his birthday today. 



Grab two gifts that your girl likes and give them to her (Elli: Flowers; 
Mary: Green Grass; Ann: 2 Spa-boiled Eggs; Popuri: 2 bottles of Milk; 
Karen: Flowers and Wine). 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : Buy 1 pack Rice Balls, Make 1 unit Bamboo Rice 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1410G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 18 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 4 balls of 
Wool, 10 Eggs and 6 bottles of Milk. 

Also, today is the Horse Festival! Your horse should be top notch 
quality by now - bet about 60 tickets on yourself. That'll be 3000G - 
but if you win (and many others bet on you), you should have about 
enough to win a Power Berry, 1001 medals! 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: Horse Festival 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 19 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 6 
bottles of Milk. 

Buy a C.M Potion from Barley. Pregnate one of your Cows. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : Buy C.M Potion 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 3720G 
Money spent       : 3000G 

Day 20 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 5 
bottles of Milk. 

Grab two gifts that your girl likes and give them to her (Elli: Flowers; 
Mary: Green Grass; Ann: 2 Spa-boiled Eggs; Popuri: 2 bottles of Milk; 
Karen: Flowers and Wine). 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1310G 



Money spent       : 0G 

Day 21 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 5 
bottles of Milk. 

Oh, yes; tomorrow's the Cooking Festival, as the Mayor will very kindly 
remind you. Tell him you have a dish to enter. Take out your 
(mouldering? :-)) bag of Relaxation Tea Leaves. Stash in Rucksack. Buy a 
bottle of Wine. 

Buy a packet of Potato seeds from the Supermarket and plant. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : Buy 1 packet Potato seeds 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1310G 
Money spent       : 450G 

Day 22 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest 10 Eggs and 4 bottles of 
Milk, and 2 crops of Cucumbers. 

Today is the Cooking Festival! And you want to be better than Doug or 
Ann!!! Right, adrenaline pumps through your veins...grab a bottle of 
Golden Milk, a bottle of Honey, an Apple, a bottle of Wine...and your 
Relaxation Tea Leaves. Using the Knife and Pot, as well as an extra 
seasoning Sugar, mix 'em all up! Cut up the Apple with Knife. Then make 
the Relaxation Tea. And take it to the Cooking Festival. Talk to the 
Mayor and you will enter the contest. Then the Gourmet will go around 
tasting the dishes; you will know you have won the Contest when he 
merits your dish as "wonderful". And I trust that, with your best and 
suitable ingredients, you will win. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : Harvest 2 crops Cucumber 
Significant events: Cooking Festival 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 23 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 5 
bottles of Milk. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 3860G 
Money spent       : 0G 



Day 24 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 5 
bottles of Milk. 

Grab two gifts that your girl likes and give them to her (Elli: Flowers; 
Mary: Green Grass; Ann: 2 Spa-boiled Eggs; Popuri: 2 bottles of Milk; 
Karen: Flowers and Wine). 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1310G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 25 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 4 balls of 
Wool, 10 Eggs and 5 bottles of Milk. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 2110G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 26 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 5 
bottles of Milk. 

Today is Aqua's Birthday. Buy him a pack of Flour from the Supermarket. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1310G 
Money spent       : 50G 

Day 27 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 5 
bottles of Milk. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1310G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 28 
====== 



Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 5 
bottles of Milk, and 2 crops of Cabbage. Store 5 Cabbages in your 
Icebox. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : Harvest 2 crops Cabbage, Store 5 Cabbages 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 4060G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 29 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 5 
bottles of Milk, and a crop of Potatoes. Store 2 Potatoes in the Icebox. 

(Today is actually Greg's Birthday. But Natsume decided to be evil and 
place his birthday on a day in Year 3 when he won't come to the Dock of 
Mineral Village. Bah.) 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : Harvest 1 crop Potatoes, Store 2 Potatoes 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1790G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 30 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 9 Eggs and 5 
bottles of Milk. 

Today is Sasha's Birthday. Give her a Golden Egg. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1160G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Well, this season was pretty good! You win the Cooking Festival, store 
up lots of Spring crops for use later on, and have a decent amount of 
money - probably more than 20,000G by now - and enough Lumber for your 
second house extension. 

From next season, if your targeted girl is NOT at red heart, I will be 
posting reminders on days favourable to give her gifts. You MUST have 
her at red heart by next season, or you won't complete your objectives. 

---Summer--- 

Day 1
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 5 
bottles of Milk. 



Today is the Swimming Festival of Year 3. Go to the Beach at 10 am and 
swim as fast as you can! Beat the swimming trunks off Kai! 

After the festival, exit the beach and go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: Swimming Festival 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 2
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 5 
bottles of Milk. 

Today, go to Yodel Ranch and buy a S.M Potion, and 2 packets of Corn and 
a packet of Onions from the Supermarket. Also get 2 packets of Pineapple 
seeds from Won. Plant all seeds. Pregnate one Sheep. 

Grab two gifts that your girl likes and give them to her (Elli: Flowers; 
Mary: Green Grass; Ann: 2 Spa-boiled Eggs; Popuri: 2 bottles of Milk; 
Karen: Flowers and Wine). 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : Buy S.M Potion, 2 packets Corn, 1 packet Onions, 2 
                    packets Pineapples 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 2620G 
Money spent       : 2750G 

Day 3
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 4 
bottles of Milk. 

Today is Popuri's Birthday. Take a bottle of Excellent Milk and make Hot 
Milk with it (sweeten with sugar). Also give her two bunches of Pink Cat 
Flowers. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : Make Hot Milk 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1110G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 4
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 5 
bottles of Milk. 

Today is policeman Harris' Birthday! He's having his siesta at Doug's 
Place from 1 pm to 3 pm, so pluck a Pink Cat Flower from the Mountains 
and give to him. 



Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1310G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 5
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 5 
bottles of Milk. 

Grab two gifts that your girl likes and give them to her (Elli: Flowers; 
Mary: Green Grass; Ann: 2 Spa-boiled Eggs; Popuri: 2 bottles of Milk; 
Karen: Flowers and Wine). 

Buy 2 loaves of Bread and give them to kai at his Summer Lodge. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1310G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 6
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 5 
bottles of Milk. 

Today, go pluck 2 bunches of Pink Cat Flowers from the Mountains and 
give them to Anna. Also give Mary 2 sprigs of Red Grass. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1310G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 7
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 5 
bottles of Milk. 

Today is also the Sumo Chicken Festival. Want to have another golden 
Chicken? Bring your finest Chicken along to the Town Square before 5 pm 
and win that tournament! if you win, there's your second golden 
Chicken!! 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 



Day 8
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 5 
bottles of Milk. 

Give Mary a sprig of Red Grass and the Doctor another sprig. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 2720G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 9
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 5 
bottles of Milk. 

Give the Doctor two sprigs of Red Grass. Follow up with a bunch of 
Flowers for Elli and another bunch for Karen. 

Buy 500 units of Fodder from Yodel Ranch, as well as 100 Chicken Feed 
from the Poultry Farm. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1310G 
Money spent       : 15000G 

Day 10 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 6 
bottles of Milk, and a crop of Onions. 

Your Cow should have given birth to a new born baby calf. 

Grab two gifts that your girl likes and give them to her (Elli: Flowers; 
Mary: Green Grass; Ann: 2 Spa-boiled Eggs; Popuri: 2 bottles of Milk; 
Karen: Flowers and Wine). 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 2050G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 11 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 6 
bottles of Milk. 

Today is also Basil's Birthday. While he's at his house, pluck two 



sprigs of Red Grass and give to him. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1510G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 12 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 6 
bottles of Milk. 

HAHAHAAA!!! Today is the Tomato Festival!!! Food fight, yeah! Join one 
of the teams (preferably the one which contains your targeted girl. If 
your girl is Karen or Mary, join any one of the other teams) and win 
that Festival, dude! 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 13 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 6 
bottles of Milk. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 2820G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 14 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 6 
bottles of Milk. 

Grab two gifts that your girl likes and give them to her (Elli: Flowers; 
Mary: Green Grass; Ann: 2 Spa-boiled Eggs; Popuri: 2 bottles of Milk; 
Karen: Flowers and Wine). 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1510G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 15 
====== 



Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 6 
bottles of Milk. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1510G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 16 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 6 
bottles of Milk. 

Today is the Harvest Sprite Timid's Birthday. Anyway, buy 7 packs of 
Flour and give to all Harvest Sprites. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1510G 
Money spent       : 350G 

Day 17 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 6 
bottles of Milk, as well as 2 crops of Corn. Take 5 units and toss into 
the Mill. 

Today is Ann's Birthday. She's throwing her Annual Birthday Party, so 
you should find an invitation letter in your mailbox. Take a Large Fish 
from your Pond and cook Grilled Fish with some Salt and Soy Sauce and 
bring the dish to the party. Give to Ann - she'll love it (my heart 
relationship with her was a level higher after this)! 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 2610G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 18 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 6 
bottles of Milk. 

Grab two gifts that your girl likes and give them to her (Elli: Flowers; 
Mary: Green Grass; Ann: 2 Spa-boiled Eggs; Popuri: 2 bottles of Milk; 
Karen: Flowers and Wine). 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 



Money earned      : 1510G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 19 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 6 
bottles of Milk. 

Also, Barley will come by your Farm to tell you about the Cow Festival 
tomorrow. Give him your best. 

Grab two gifts that your girl likes and give them to her (Elli: Flowers; 
Mary: Green Grass; Ann: 2 Spa-boiled Eggs; Popuri: 2 bottles of Milk; 
Karen: Flowers and Wine). 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1510G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 20 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 6 
bottles of Milk, and 2 crops of Corn. 

Today is the Cow Festival. If you win, another Cow will also produce 
Golden Milk! 

After the festival, exit Yodel Ranch and go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 21 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 6 
bottles of Milk. 

Grab two gifts that your girl likes and give them to her (Elli: Flowers; 
Mary: Green Grass; Ann: 2 Spa-boiled Eggs; Popuri: 2 bottles of Milk; 
Karen: Flowers and Wine). 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 4810G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 22 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 6 



bottles of Milk. 

Today is Kai's Birthday. Buy him a loaf of Bread from the Supermarket 
and give to him. 

Also, buy 50 more units of Lumber and commission Gotz to upgrade your 
House for the second and last time. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1710G 
Money spent       : 12600G 

Day 23 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 6 
bottles of Milk, and 2 crops of Corn and 2 of Pineapple. Store 2 
Pineapples in the Icebox. 

Grab two gifts that your girl likes and give them to her (Elli: Flowers; 
Mary: Green Grass; Ann: 2 Spa-boiled Eggs; Popuri: 2 bottles of Milk; 
Karen: Flowers and Wine). 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 10310G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 24 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 4 balls of 
Wool, 10 Eggs and 6 bottles of Milk. 

Your baby calf is now a calf. Your pregnant Sheep will also give birth 
to a baby Sheep! 2 more weeks and it will start producing Wool. 

Grab two gifts that your girl likes and give them to her (Elli: Flowers; 
Mary: Green Grass; Ann: 2 Spa-boiled Eggs; Popuri: 2 bottles of Milk; 
Karen: Flowers and Wine). 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1810G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 25 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 6 
bottles of Milk. 

Gotz will have finished with your House as well. Enter and see how big 



it looks! The Supermarket, as of today, will start selling the Blue 
Feather for 1000G. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1710G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 26 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 6 
bottles of Milk, and 2 crops of Corn. Throw 5 units into the Mill for 50 
units of Chicken Feed. 

Also: your targeted girl should have a red-heart relationship just about 
today. Give her two gifts, then buy the Blue Feather from the 
Supermarket and propose to your girl! She should agree (she did for me), 
but say something very odd in the process... 

That's a barrier down! Your marriage is in a week. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 2810G 
Money spent       : 1000G 

Day 27 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 6 
bottles of Milk. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1610G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 28 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 6 
bottles of Milk, and a crop of Pineapples. Store 2 Pineapples in your 
Icebox. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 8710G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 29 



====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 6 
bottles of Milk, and 2 crops of Corn. 

Today is Zack's Birthday. We haven't given him much, have we...buy a 
bottle of Wine and give it to him when he comes to your Farm to take 
your stuff. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 3310G 
Money spent       : 300G 

Day 30 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 6 
bottles of Milk. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1710G 
Money spent       : 0G 

There now, wasn't so bad was it...you stored a couple of crops and 
resupplied your Feed and Fodder. And you've proposed successfully to 
your girl, haven't you? Wedding will take place next season! Have fun... 

---Fall---

Day 1
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 4 
balls of Wool, 10 Eggs and 6 bottles of Milk. 

Today is Saturday; get a packet of Sweet Potatoes, 2 packets of Carrots, 
a packet of Green Pepper seeds and a packet of Eggplant seeds. Return 
home and plant them all. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 2760G 
Money spent       : 1470G 

Day 2
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 10 
Eggs and 6 bottles of Milk. 

Today is Gotz's Birthday. Pluck him 2 Mushrooms. Give Basil a Mushroom. 
Pastor Carter will also come to tell you about the Music Festival 
tomorrow. 



Tomorrow's your Wedding Day. Ask the Harvest Sprites to help you harvest 
your goods, take care of animals and water your plants tomorrow (for 3 
days). 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1860G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 3
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 10 
Eggs and 6 bottles of Milk. 

Today is the Music Festival. Go to the Church at 6 pm for the Festival 
and you will play an ocarina with the girls. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 4
=====
As soon as you wake up and go out...you immediately proceed to be 
married. I'll add talking to her daily as "Farm business". Do not 
forget, as well as giving your wife a Flower everyday. 

Go to bed (with your wife?? No chance...). 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 4
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 10 
Eggs and 6 bottles of Milk. 

Buy 50 units more Chicken Feed from the Poultry Farm. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 5430G 
Money spent       : 2500G 

Day 5
=====



Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 10 
Eggs and 5 bottles of Milk. 

Today is Stu's Birthday. Grab some Excellent Milk and cook him Hot Milk. 
Sweeten with Sugar and give. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1760G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 6
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 10 
Eggs and 6 bottles of Milk. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1860G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 7
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 10 
Eggs and 6 bottles of Milk, and 1 crop Sweet Potatoes. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 2820G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 8
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 5 
balls of Wool, 10 Eggs and 7 bottles of Milk. 

Today...new Cow! Seven Cows altogether! Your baby sheep will also become 
fully grown, and it provides Wool! 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 2970G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 9
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 10 
Eggs and 7 bottles of Milk, and a crop of Green Pepper and 2 crops of 



Carrot. Store 3 Carrots. Pocket 1 Green Pepper. 

Today is the Harvest Festival. Go up to the Hot Pot and dump in the 
Green Pepper. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 10 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 10 
Eggs and 7 bottles of Milk, and 1 crop Sweet Potatoes. Keep 3 Sweet 
Potatoes in Icebox. 

Today is the Harvest Sprite Hoggy's Birthday. Buy a pack of Flour and 
give.

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 6480G 
Money spent       : 50G 

Day 11 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 10 
Eggs and 7 bottles of Milk, and 1 crop Eggplants and 1 crop Green 
Pepper. 

Today is also Manna's Birthday. Give her 2 Flowers. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 2920G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 12 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 10 
Eggs and 7 bottles of Milk. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1960G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 13 



====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 10 
Eggs and 7 bottles of Milk, as well as 1 crop of Sweet Potatoes and 1 
crop Green Pepper. 

Today is Moon-viewing Day. Watch the Harvest Moon with your wife. 
How...passionate? Romantic more like. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 3240G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 14 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 10 
Eggs and 7 bottles of Milk, and 1 crop Eggplants. 

Today is Chef's Birthday. Buy a pack of Flour from the Supermarket and 
give.

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 2600G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 15 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 6 
balls of Wool, 10 Eggs and 7 bottles of Milk, and 1 crop Green Pepper. 

Today is Karen's Birthday. If you are married to her (WOW!!), give her a 
bottle of Wine; if you're not and you want to be a jerk, don't give 
anything. 

Also buy another Sheep from Barley. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 3060G 
Money spent       : 4300G 

Day 16 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 10 
Eggs and 7 bottles of Milk, plus 1 crop of Sweet Potatoes. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 



Money earned      : 2920G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 17 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 10 
Eggs and 7 bottles of Milk, and 1 crop Green Pepper and 1 of Eggplants. 

Today is Doctor's Birthday. Pluck two sprigs of Green Herb and give to 
him. 

Also, take an Egg, buy a bottle of Oil from the Supermarket, and use 
your Frying Pan, Whisk and a unit of Salt to make Scrambled Egg. Give to 
Anna.

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 2600G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 18 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 10 
Eggs and 7 bottles of Milk. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1960G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 19 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 10 
Eggs and 7 bottles of Milk, and 1 crop of Sweet Potatoes and 1 crop 
Green Pepper. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 2920G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 20 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 10 
Eggs and 7 bottles of Milk, and 1 crop of Eggplants. 

Today, Barley will pop by to tell you about the Sheep Festival. Give him 
only your best and he will deliver it to Yodel Ranch. 

Go to bed.



Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 2600G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 21 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 10 
Eggs and 7 bottles of Milk, and 1 crop Green Pepper. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1960G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 22 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 6 
balls of Wool, 10 Eggs and 7 bottles of Milk, and 1 crop of Sweet 
Potatoes. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 3020G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 23 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 10 
Eggs and 7 bottles of Milk, plus 1 crop Green Pepper and 1 crop 
Eggplants. Pluck 2 Wild Grapes and store in Icebox. 

Today is Anna's Birthday. Give her two bunches of Flowers. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 2600G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 24 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 10 
Eggs and 7 bottles of Milk. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1960G 



Money spent       : 0G 

Day 25 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 10 
Eggs and 7 bottles of Milk, and 1 crop Sweet Potatoes and 1 of Green 
Pepper. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 2920G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 26 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 10 
Eggs and 7 bottles of Milk and 1 crop Eggplants. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 2600G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 27 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 10 
Eggs and 7 bottles of Milk, and 1 crop Green Pepper. 

Today is Rick's Birthday. Buy him a bottle of Bodigizer from the Clinic. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1960G 
Money spent       : 500G 

Day 28 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 10 
Eggs and 7 bottles of Milk, as well as 1 crop Sweet Potatoes. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 2920G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 29 
====== 



Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 6 
balls of Wool, 10 Eggs and 7 bottles of Milk, and 1 crop Green Pepper 
and 1 crop Eggplants. Pluck 2 Wild Grapes and store in Icebox. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 3600G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 30 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 3 Apples, 10 
Eggs and 7 bottles of Milk. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1960G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Next season is last season and we will just improve our relations with 
the other villagers a little bit more. 

---Winter--- 

Day 1
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 7 
bottles of Milk. 

Take a bottle of Honey, a Wild Grape and a Pineapple, as well as a 
bottle of Milk and one Egg, and use your Pot, Whisk and one unit of 
Sugar to make some Ice Cream. Give the Ice Cream to the Mayor. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1810G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 2
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 7 
bottles of Milk. 

Today is Kano's Birthday. Give him a Cabbage. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1810G 



Money spent       : 0G 

Day 3
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 6 
bottles of Milk. 

If you have been giving your wife Flowers consistently - every day for a 
season until now - she will complain to you about feeling nauseous and 
say she does not feel like eating. That's good news! Go to the Hospital 
and Doctor will diagnose her as pregnant (then watch your wife's 
reaction. It can be funny...). Your child will be born in 2 seasons, so 
wait until Day 3 of Summer, Year 4! 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1710G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 4
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 7 
bottles of Milk. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1810G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 5
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 7 
bottles of Milk. 

Take a Medium Fish from your Pond and with a unit of Soy Sauce and your 
Frying Pan, cook up Grilled Fish and deliver to Greg at the Docks before 
noon.

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1810G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 6
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 5 balls of 
Wool, 10 Eggs and 6 bottles of Milk. 

Today is Gray's Birthday! Get two units of Orichalcum Ore from the 
Winter Mine and give to him. 



Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 2710G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 7
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 7 
bottles of Milk. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1810G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 8
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 7 
bottles of Milk. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1810G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 9
=====
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 7 
bottles of Milk. 

Today Zack comes by to ask about you participating in the Dog Race 
tomorrow. Answer "Yes". You should have a 10-heart Dog with plenty of 
training with the Dog Ball! 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1810G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 10 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 7 
bottles of Milk. 

Today is the Dog Race! With your top-notch Dog, you should be able to 
race first (unless you purposely screw up)... 



After the festival, exit Rose Square and go to bed. 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 0G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 11 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 7 
bottles of Milk. 

Today is Doug's Birthday. Buy a packet of Curry Powder and Rice Balls 
from the Supermarket, a bottle of Wine from Aja Winery, and use your Pot 
and Knife to cook up a great Curry. Give it to Doug. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 3620G 
Money spent       : 450G 

Day 12 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 7 
bottles of Milk. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1810G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 13 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 6 
bottles of Milk. 

Today is Ellen's Birthday. Take an Apple from your Icebox and with some 
Sugar and your Pot, make some Apple Jam. Give it to her. Follow up with 
a bottle of Excellent Milk for Stu. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1710G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 14 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 7 
bottles of Milk. 



Today is Winter Thanksgiving Day...sine you are married, no girls will 
give you Chocolate (AWWWW!!!). Your wife will give you Chocolate Cake 
though. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1810G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 15 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 7 
bottles of Milk. 

Today is Duke's Birthday. Take 1 Wild Grape and with a unit of Sugar and 
your Pot, get some Grape Jam going and give it to him. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1810G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 16 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 7 
bottles of Milk. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1810G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 17 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 7 
bottles of Milk. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1810G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 19 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 7 
bottles of Milk. 

Today is Won's Birthday! Is Aja Winery open...but of course! Buy a 



bottle of Wine and give it to him! 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1810G 
Money spent       : 300G 

Day 20 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 7 
bottles of Milk. 

Today is Mary's Birthday. Give her a Mushroom, and her mother Anna 
another Mushroom. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1810G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 21 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 7 
bottles of Milk. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1810G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 22 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 7 
bottles of Milk. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1810G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 23 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 7 
bottles of Milk. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 



Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1810G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 24 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 7 
bottles of Milk. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1810G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 25 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 7 
bottles of Milk. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1810G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 26 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 7 
bottles of Milk. 

Today is May's Birthday. Fish up 2 pieces of Garbage and give it to her. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1810G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 27 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 7 
bottles of Milk. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1810G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 28 



====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 7 
bottles of Milk. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1810G 
Money spent       : 0G 

Day 29 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 7 
bottles of Milk. 

Today is Jeff's Birthday. Buy him a bottle of Bodigizer from the 
Supermarket and give. 

Go to bed.

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1810G 
Money spent       : 500G 

Day 30 
====== 
Go about your Farm business. Also, harvest a pot of Honey, 10 Eggs and 7 
bottles of Milk. 

Today is New Year Eve Festival, Year 3! At 12 am (or 0.00 am) go to the 
top of Mother's Hill, where everybody awaits, talk to everyone and end 
with Saibara and you will watch the sun sink below the horizon... 

You will automatically go to bed after you exit Mother's Hill. 

Main Objectives   : None 
Significant events: None 
Money earned      : 1810G 
Money spent       : 0G 

From now on, the Mayor will agree to give you the Farm and let you stay 
in Mineral Village. And you've basically finished the game! If you want, 
you can play on for an indefinite time... 

The walkthrough thus ends here. 

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

These are questions which are commonly mailed to me every day. To get 
them straight, I have this section so I won't have to KEEP REPLYING to 
the same old message. It does get boring. :-) 



Q: Couldn't you have done more in the walkthrough? IT SUCKS!!!! 
A: I don't appreciate that it sucks...especially after HOURS OF HARD 
WORK WAS PUT INTO THE WALKTHROUGH. You can take an infinite number of 
different paths and still get your Farm. Thing is, many people don't 
know where to start when they start a game. And they fear losing the 
Farm as well (bewaaaaare the wrath of MAYOR THOMAS!), so they lose track 
of everything. The walkthrough is as detailed as I can make it, with 
significant events and everything. 

But still I cannot tell you to the extreme point of exactness to what 
you should do; like slice down 65 patches of weeds, or assume that you 
are not stricken by hurricanes. I cannot say that "if you don't get this 
done today, you'll have failed totally". I was totally warped just to 
think of the many factors I had to consider while writing the 
walkthrough. 

Making a general guide is hard enough. As someone put it aptly, it is 
"nuts to make a day-by-day walkthrough". I have accomplished that. Also, 
I am not an expert, but that does not mean the game is not in my 
fingertips. 

If you want to ask me something, you can reach me at 
ernestho@magix.com.sg or ICQ. My ICQ number is 70345585, but I don't 
usually use ICQ that much. Only ask questions regarding this game, and 
questions which have not been listed here. No viruses, no chain mail, no 
advertisements OR threats, OR unbased flames. If you disobey both of 
these, I will not reply to your mail and delete you from the Contact 
List.

LEGAL STUFF 

This FAQ is protected by Singapore Copyright Law and is for private and 
personal use only. No part or whole of this document may be reproduced 
in any form, written or otherwise. This document is free and may not be 
used for commercial use, like reproducing in CDs and selling them. This 
document may not be altered, doctored or referenced in any way without 
permission from the author (ernestho@magix.com.sg). 

This FAQ was created by me, Ernest Ho (ernestho@magix.com.sg) and All 
copyrights and trademarks are acknowledged and respected that are not 
specifically mentioned herein. No other publishers/societies may use 
this FAQ apart from GameFAQs (www.gamefaqs.com). Remember, plagiarism is 
a crime punishable by law. 
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